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Abstract

Probing the Hydrogen-Bonding Network at Soft Matter and
Metal:Metal:Oxide:Water Interfaces

Naomi Dalchand

The ubiquitous role of water in biochemical, electrochemical, and geochemical systems

has driven scientific interest in studying the fundamental hydrogen-bonding interactions

that water molecules exhibit in the presence of different materials. Specifically, we focus

on the interactions characterizing water at the interface between two bulk media, as

these are essential to numerous chemical processes, including protein folding, corrosion,

dissolution, and mineralization. To this end, this thesis seeks to provide insight on the

structure of interfacial water molecules at the surface of both biological and inorganic

materials using a surface-selective technique called vibrational sum frequency generation

(SFG) spectroscopy.

To study the nature of water at biological interfaces, the polycation, poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH), is introduced to an idealized model of cell membranes known as

supported lipid bilayers (SLBs). Perturbations to the interfacial water structure are as-

sessed as a function of polycation concentration and lipid headgroup charge. The exper-

imental results from this study are discussed in detail and placed within a much larger

analysis that includes work that has been previously done in our group studying the elec-

trostatics, thermodynamics, and molecular structure at the polycation:lipid membrane

interface.

To obtain insight into the structure of water at inorganic interfaces, the hydrogen-

bonding network of interfacial water molecules is probed at the Ni:NiOx:water interface
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using SFG spectroscopy. Interpretation of the SFG signals at this interface is made noto-

riously difficult due to the overwhelming presence of spectral artifacts arising from Fresnel

factors. This thesis includes a detailed discussion of the efforts made to overcome this

challenge, including the optimal nickel film thickness, and it also discusses how hydrogen-

bonding changes with pH and ionic strength. Lastly, this thesis discusses preliminary and

future experiments directed towards studying the nanolayer nickel film surface at a high

relative humidity to elucidate surface hydroxyl groups.

Despite their apparent differences, both studies outlined in this thesis resulted in one

main takeaway: hydrogen-bonding of water molecules at the interface is complex, however,

fundamental studies such as those carried out here are necessary to begin understanding

the mechanisms associated with the function of new or existing materials.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction: Chemistry of Aqueous Interfaces

1.1. Basics of Aqueous Interfaces

The universal presence of water and its unique properties make it a substance that has

attracted a vast amount of interest from the scientific community for many decades.1,2

Specifically, the fascinating properties of water molecules that exist at an interface, a

region where two immiscible bulk phases come into contact, has accounted for insight

into numerous fields such as geochemistry,3–5 atmospheric chemistry,6,7 environmental

science,8–10 electrochemistry,11–14 and biochemistry15–17 to name a few. Descriptions of

studies focused on the relevance of interfacial water molecules as it relates to biological

and energy producing materials are provided in Sections 1.2 and 1.3.

At the macroscopic level, the differences in the properties of water molecules that

exist at the interface versus those within the bulk are apparent even in everyday life, for

instance, upon inspecting the air-water interface18 in a glass of water. Water molecules

that compose the bulk deep within the glass are largely only subjected to forces from

neighboring water molecules, known as cohesive forces. The layer of water molecules at

the interface, however, are subjected to forces not only due to the water molecules in the

bulk, but also forces from molecules that exist in air, known as adhesive forces. Because

cohesive forces are stronger than adhesive forces, the topmost layer of water molecules are

pulled inwards and parallel to the surface. This creates a phenomenon known as surface
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tension.18,19 It is the reason objects with a higher density, such as paper clips, can float

in a glass of water.

At a more fundamental level, analysis of the physiochemical composition of bulk ma-

terial surfaces can inform on large scale processes such as mineralization and dissolu-

tion.20–22 In particular, at the solid-aqueous interface, properties of the solid surface such

as its charge, roughness, and degree of hydrophilicity can influence the arrangement of

water molecules at the interface.23–26 A charged surface, for instance, exerts electrostatic

forces that can align water molecules and strongly alter their ordering at the interface

(∼1–10 nm from the surface) from that found in the bulk, several Debye lengths (the

length scale over which these electrostatic effects persist) away.27 This strongly suggests

that the ordering of interfacial water molecules is more structured at the interface than

in the bulk. Similarly, the chemistry characterizing the aqueous solution, such as its pH

and ionic strength, can influence the surface chemistry of the solid and, hence, also affect

the arrangement and orientation of water molecules at the surface.24,28,29 As an example,

consider the effect of pH on the arrangement of water at the silica-aqueous interface.

At a neutral pH of 7, the silica surface is negatively charged29 and the interfacial water

molecules are found in an aligned structure influenced by the electrostatic forces of the

charged interface. In contrast, the silica surface is electrostatically neutral at a pH of 2.3,

called the point of zero charge (PZC), and the resulting arrangement of water molecules

at the mineral surface is less structured.29–31

Through the examples listed above, it is clear that understanding the interactions

within aqueous interfaces is essential to many chemical processes. The description of the

relevant aqueous interfaces mentioned in this introduction is provided as context and this
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thesis delves further into the specificities of interfacial water structuring in two specific

frameworks, namely, at the nano-bio interface and the metal:metal:oxide:aqueous inter-

face. Using vibrational non-linear optical spectroscopy, the structure of interfacial water

molecules is assessed in detail with this work contributing to our broader understanding

of aqueous interfaces.

1.2. Assessing Interfacial Water Structure: The Nano-Bio Interface

The nano-bio interface is complex and encompasses three different components.32 The

first two include the surface composition of the nanoparticle and its response to contact

with a liquid medium. Metal nanoparticles have been widely studied for the development

of electrochemical and biological sensors33–36 due to their high active surface areas and

tunable size. These nanoparticles, however, tend to aggregate, leading to a decreased

surface area per particle. To mitigate this structural instability and further optimize

their function, various modifications to the nanoparticle surface have been investigated

using ligands, polymers, and surfactants.37,38 In the literature, it has been found that,

depending on the method in which the nanoparticles are purified, there exists not only

functionalized nanoparticles, but also a mixture of functionalized nanoparticles and free

ligand in solution.39 Therefore, understanding the role of the unbound ligand can be

as important as the modified nanoparticle itself. To this end, we study the behavior

of the polymer, poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH), a commonly used nanoparticle

functionalizing agent,35,40,41 as a free ligand in this thesis.
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The final component of the nano-bio interface concerns the interaction of the nanoparticle-

aqueous interface with the biological substituent. With the emerging usage of nanomate-

rials in agricultural and commercial applications, the likelihood of these materials com-

ing into contact with biological systems is high.42,43 Therefore, it is vital to understand

whether or not there exist adverse effects associated with the release of these materi-

als into the environment. Herein, the interaction of PAH with supported lipid bilayers

(SLBs) is analyzed. Specifically, changes to the interfacial water structure at the bilayer

surface with the addition of PAH is studied using vibrational non-linear optical techniques

(Section 1.2.1).

Membrane hydration is extremely important in driving the assembly of biological mem-

branes.44 It is also essential for membrane function as many biochemical processes involve

water, including processes such as the disposal of cellular waste, cell-to-cell signaling, and

diffusion.45 Water molecules can directly hydrogen-bond to the lipid head groups to form

this layer of hydration. They can also penetrate into the bilayer, existing in interchain

hydrogen bonds with the lipid fatty acyl chains.46,47 Thus, the formation and disruption

of the interfacial hydrogen-bonding network should inform on the presence of these water

molecules.

1.2.1. Probing the Interfacial Water Structure: Vibrational Sum Frequency

Generation (SFG) Spectroscopy

Several different methods exist for studying the hydrogen-bonding network at lipid bi-

layer surfaces. Neutron diffraction has been used to determine the degree of hydration

around lipid headgroups using H2O/D2O exchange.48,49 Although powerful, this technique
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is hindered by the poor stability of the lipid films and the need for a neutron source.50 Flu-

orescence spectroscopy is an alternative, less destructive technique that has been used to

study lipid hydration, however, it requires the use of fluorescent probes (PRODAN, for ex-

ample).51,52 The interaction of these probes with the neighboring lipid and water molecules

is often unreported and can change depending on the location and orientation in which

the probe was inserted. Therefore, as a label-free, interface-selective method to study

the nano-bio interface, vibrational sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy53–56 is

employed. Using SFG spectroscopy, the structure and orientation of interfacial water

molecules above lipid membranes can be assessed.53,57,58 The formation of supported lipid

bilayers through the vesicle fusion method has also been studied thoroughly in the litera-

ture and has been widely utilized to produce lipid bilayers that are stable and uniform on

surfaces such as silica and mica.59,60 The use of SFG spectroscopy in this thesis to probe

the interaction mentioned in Section 1.2 is complemented with computational studies

found in the literature that shed light on the hydration of bilayers composed of different

lipids. The numerical simulations have contributed to our understanding of the structure

and dynamics of hydrogen-bonding occurring at lipid-aqueous interfaces.61,62

1.3. Assessing Interfacial Water Structure: The Metal:Metal:Oxide-Aqueous

Interface

Less straightforward to address than the structure of interfacial water at biological sur-

faces is the structure of such water molecules at metal:metal:oxide interfaces. Recently,

it has been reported that thin nanolayers of Earth-abundant metals such as nickel, iron,

and vanadium have been shown to produce current densities of a few µA/cm2 when in
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contact with ionic water droplets. Due to the presence of multiple metal oxidation states

in the passive oxide nano-overlayer, which forms spontaneously in air,63,64 the electro-

static potential at the metal:oxide-water interface can polarize the underlying metal, thus

promoting intra-oxide electron transfer when an ionic droplet is moved across the film sur-

face.65 When compared to other promising energy conversion devices such as graphene,

the current and voltage values are similar.66–68 The metal nanolayers, however, can be

synthesized in a more efficient way as it requires only a single-step deposition process and

is relatively inexpensive to produce at scale.

The influence of aqueous solutions on the electrical activity of the metal nanolay-

ers is clear from the mechanism detailed above and understanding the interfacial water

structure at such surfaces is vital to our understanding of the electrochemical prospects

and corrosion processes therein. In the literature, the structure of water on single-crystal

transition metal surfaces have been studied using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

and density functional theory (DFT) calculations.1,69–71 However, STM is limited as it

cannot inform on entire hydrogen-bonding networks very easily, as it is typically used to

identify surface water on metals with single-molecule resolution.72 Furthermore, the STM

probe can perturb the water structure due to tip-water forces. The gap in understanding

the hydrogen-bonding network at metal:metal:oxide:aqueous interfaces has been acknowl-

edged by the scientific community with the limitations of many techniques addressed in

detail. For example, one study that applied SFG spectroscopy to study interfacial water

on nanolayer thin films of gold and titanium showed that complications due to Fresnel

factors can interfere with the lineshapes obtained at such interfaces.73 A detailed descrip-

tion of Fresnel factors is presented in Chapter 2. Since this study, we have taken into
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consideration many of the challenges that plague the use of SFG spectroscopy to probe

the metal:metal:oxide:aqueous interface and have achieved significant progress.

This work is detailed in Chapter 5 in which we study the structure of interfacial water

at the nickel:nickel:oxide surface using SFG spectroscopy supplemented with calculations

used to help separate the signals due to vibrations of water from artifacts arising from

Fresnel factors. In this study, nickel is chosen due to its ability to convert mechanical

energy to gravitational energy by the mechanism outlined above.65

1.4. Scope and Organization of Thesis

The background presented in this chapter was meant to define the interfaces of interest

that will be discussed further in this thesis. As mentioned, we aim to understand the

interfacial water structure associated with both biological and electrochemical systems

using nonlinear optical spectroscopy. In Chapter 2, a brief theory of nonlinear optics

and sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy is detailed. Within that chapter, the

optical set-up is also described.

Chapter 3 focuses on understanding perturbations to the interfacial hydrogen-bonding

network above supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) when the polycation, poly (allylamine

hydrochloride) (PAH) is introduced into the system at various concentrations. In this

chapter, the electrostatics involved in this interaction is explored by experimenting with

lipids that possess different headgroups. Further insight into this interaction is provided

by simulations that have been done in the literature that explore lipid hydration.

Chapter 4 provides a summary of the experiments done in Chapter 3 as well as the

connection of this work to previous work done in the lab that focused on studying polymer
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and peptide:lipid membrane interfaces. A review of this work highlights the multifaceted

approach used in our group combining nonlinear optical spectroscopy, SFG spectroscopy

as well as second harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopy (described further in Chapter

4), with atomistic and coarse-grained simulations and quartz crystal microbalance with

dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). Future work studying the interfacial hydrogen-bonding

network above model lipid membranes integrated with the peptide gramicidin A is also

discussed is this chapter.

In Chapter 5, the hydrogen-bonding network at the nickel:nickel:oxide:aqueous inter-

face is explored. This chapter aims to characterize the surface of 3–4 nm thick nickel films

using contact angle goniometry, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier transform

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and SFG spec-

troscopy. The details of each technique used is mention in Chapter 5 as well. This chapter

also discusses the changes to the interfacial water structure as a function of pH and ionic

strength.

As Chapter 5 will describe in detail, elucidating dangling –OH bonds in the geom-

etry used (internal) could not be done due to interference from Fresnel factors. There-

fore, Chapter 6 describes future work that can be done to probe these weak hydrogen-

bonding interactions in a different geometry (external) by introducing water vapor to the

nickel:nickel:oxide films.
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CHAPTER 2

Nonlinear Optics and Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy

2.1. Introduction to Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)

Spectroscopy

Vibrational sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy is a second-order nonlin-

ear optical technique that is interface-selective due to symmetry constraints.1–3 Under

the electric dipole approximation, the second-order susceptibility is a third-rank tensor,

which formally vanishes for systems with an inversion center, as in bulk media.2,4,5 At an

interface (described in Chapter 1), this symmetry is broken, giving rise to three-wave mix-

ing processes, including sum frequency generation (SFG), different frequency generation

(DFG), and second harmonic generation (SHG). The SFG process utilized in this thesis

results from the spatial and temporal overlap of two pulsed laser beams, namely, a fixed

visible beam, and a tunable IR beam. The light emitted from this process is at the sum

of the two input frequencies as shown in Figure 2.1a. Vibrational spectra of interfacial

molecules can then be obtained if the vibrational modes of the molecules coincide with

the frequency of the IR beam (resonant enhancement).

Polarization allows for the selection of a specific orientation of molecules at the inter-

face.6–8 The two linear polarizations are called p and s, where p-polarized light lies within

the plane of incidence and s-polarized light is normal to the plane of incidence. This is

shown in Figure 2.1b. The polarization sequence characterizing the SFG measurement
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is usually written as a combination of the SFG, visible, and IR light, for example PPP-

polarization stands for p-polarized SFG light (p-SFG), p-polarized visible light (p-VIS),

and p-polarized IR light (p-IR). This notation is used throughout this thesis.

SFG spectroscopy has been applied to a variety of different interfaces and systems. It

has been used to study polymers such as polystyrene (PS) and poly (methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA), due to the impact surface properties such as wettability and adhesion have on

their function as coating materials.9–11 It has also been applied to several geochemical,5,12

electrochemical,13–16 atmospheric,17–20 and biological21–26 systems at relevant respective

interfaces. Our group has previously studied the nano-bio interface, focusing on two

specific vibrational regions: the C–H (2,700–3,000 cm–1) and O–H (3,000–3,800 cm–1)

stretching regions.23,24,27 The use of this approach to study not only the nano-bio interface,

but also the metal:metal:oxide-water interface, is expanded on further in this thesis.
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(a) Energy level diagram of
the sum frequency genera-
tion process

(b) Directionality of the s- and p-polarized light relative to the plane
of incidence

Figure 2.1. Introduction to SFG
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2.2. Nonlinear Optics and Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) Theory

Under the application of an external electric field, E(t), polarizable materials will

acquire an induced dipole moment. The sum of dipole moments per unit volume is defined

as the polarization, P(t). Formally, the induced dipole acts as a source for the radiation

field that is the detected spectroscopic signal, however, one can show that Esignal(t) ∝

iP(t), therefore, to interpret the emitted field, it suffices to understand the form of the

induced polarization. In the case of linear optics, the induced polarization is simply

proportional to the applied electric field. This is often described by the relationship

shown in Equation 2.2.1.2

(2.2.1) P(t) = ε0χ
(1)E(t)

Here, χ(1) is the linear susceptibility matrix, describing the strength of the induced polar-

ization response, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. The optical response in nonlinear

optics is more complicated. For weak fields (weak compared to the strength of molecular

bonding), the induced polarization may be described by expanding P(t) in a power series

of the applied field2,28

P(t) = ε0[χ(1)E(t) + χ(2)E2(t) + χ(3)E3(t) + · · · ]

≡ P(1)(t) + P(2)(t) + P(3)(t) + · · · ,(2.2.2)

where χ(2) and χ(3) are the second- and third-order nonlinear susceptibility tensors, respec-

tively. For SFG, the electric field E(t) is represented by the two beams of light impinging

upon the surface, denoted by the associated electric fields E1 and E2, and their respective
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oscillation frequencies, ω1 and ω2.

(2.2.3) E(t) = E1 cos(ω1t) + E2 cos(ω2t)

Therefore, inserting Equation 2.2.3 into Equation 2.2.2, we can obtain the second-order

polarization response as:

P(2)(t) = ε0χ
(2)(E1 cos(ω1t) + E2 cos(ω2t))

2(2.2.4)

= ε0χ
(2)[|E1|2 cos2(ω1t) + |E2|2 cos2(ω2t) + 2E1 · E2 cos(ω1t) cos(ω2t)]

and using the well-known product-to-sum trigonometric identity

(2.2.5) cos(x) cos(y) =
1

2
(cos(x+ y) + cos(x− y))

on each term in Equation 2.2.4, we obtain the following expression for the second-order

induced polarization

P(2)(t) =
1

2
ε0χ

(2)(|E1|2 + |E2|2)(2.2.6)

+
1

2
ε0χ

(2)|E1|2 cos(2ω1t) +
1

2
ε0χ

(2)|E2|2 cos(2ω2t)

+ ε0χ
(2)E1 · E2 cos[(ω1 − ω2)t]

+ ε0χ
(2)E1 · E2 cos[(ω1 + ω2)t]

which contains nonlinear optical signals corresponding to the DC field, second harmonic

generation (SHG), difference frequency generation (DFG), and sum frequency generation

(SFG). For most of this thesis, we focus on the sum frequency portion of Equation 2.2.6,
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given by29,30

(2.2.7) P
(2)
SFG = ε0χ

(2)E1 · E2 cos[(ω1 + ω2)t]

In our experiments, as mentioned, we overlap both a visible beam oscillating at fixed

frequency ωVIS and IR beam oscillating at tunable frequencies ωIR to produce a beam at

the sum of both frequencies ωVIS + ωIR. Therefore, Equation 2.2.7 can be rewritten as:

(2.2.8) P(2) = ε0χ
(2)EIR · EVIS cos[(ωVIS + ωIR)t]

The relationship between the second-order polarization and sum frequency signal ISFG

can then be related by the following16

(2.2.9) |P(2)
SFG| ∝ ISFG ∝ |χ(2)

eff |2

χ
(2)
eff can be further expanded to reveal both resonant χ

(2)
surface and nonresonant χ

(2)
NR con-

tributions to the sum frequency signal:23,31–35

(2.2.10) χ
(2)
eff = χ

(2)
NR + χ

(2)
surface +

κ√
κ2 + ∆k2

z

ei arctan (∆kz
κ )Φ(0)χ(3)

where κ is the inverse Debye screening length, ∆kz is the inverse coherence length of the

sum frequency process, and Φ(0) is the interfacial potential.

2.3. Fresnel Factors

Fresnel factors describe the reflection of light on a surface as a function of angle of inci-

dence and wavelength of light. Calculations regarding these Fresnel factors are evaluated
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in Chapter 5 to present a correct interpretation of our SFG spectra. In our experiments,

we use a three-layer system, composed of the substrate (CaF2), the nickel:nickel:oxide

nanolayer, and water. The spectra are taken in PPP-polarization. For an in-plane

isotropic surface, according to symmetry rules, the x and z components at the surface

(where xyz are Cartesian coordinates in the lab frame described in Figure 2.2) can be

resolved with p-polarization, therefore, zzz, xxz, zxx, and xzx contribute to the acquired

PPP sum frequency spectra.6,36 Here, z is taken to be surface normal. The following

relationships then result:37–40

χ
(2)
eff,ppp = Aχ(2)

zzz −Bχ(2)
xxz + Cχ(2)

zxx −Dχ(2)
xzx(2.3.1)

A = Lzz(ωSFG)Lzz(ωVIS)Lzz(ωIR) sin θSFG sin θVIS sin θIR(2.3.2)

B = Lxx(ωSFG)Lxx(ωVIS)Lzz(ωIR) cos θSFG cos θVIS sin θIR(2.3.3)

C = Lzz(ωSFG)Lxx(ωVIS)Lxx(ωIR) sin θSFG cos θVIS cos θIR(2.3.4)

D = Lxx(ωSFG)Lzz(ωVIS)Lxx(ωIR) cos θSFG sin θVIS cos θIR(2.3.5)

Depending on the interface, the Fresnel factors (Lxx, Lyy, Lzz) can then be calculated.

As an example, Figure 2.2 details the main reflection and transmission contributors for

an incoming beam for Lxx. Transmission across the first interface (tp12) is denoted by

(a) in Figure 2.2. There is then reflection in the opposite direction (sign change) as well

as a phase shift (b). There is a propagation of that reflection at the interface bound by

medium 1 and 2 (c), again resulting in a sign change. This response can then be written as

a power series, resulting in the equation shown by Equations 2.3.6 and 2.3.7.41 All Fresnel

factors at interface I (CaF2:nickel:nickel:oxide) for PPP-polarization are evaluated based
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on the following expressions:38,42

(2.3.6) LIxx(ω) =
tp12

1 + rp12r
p
23e

2iβ
(1− rp23e

2iβ)
cos θ2

cos θ1

(2.3.7) LIzz(ω) =
tp12

1 + rp12r
p
23e

2iβ
(1 + rp23e

2iβ)
n1n2

n2
interface,I

Here, rpij, r
s
ij, t

p
ij, and tsij are the reflection and transmission coefficients for specific inter-

faces bound between medium i and medium j for either s- or p-polarized light. In the

above equations, n1(2) and θ1(2) are the refractive indices and angles of incidence for the

beam in CaF2 (nickel), respectively. Here, β accounts for the geometric path difference

between successively reflected/transmitted light rays when there are multiple reflections

and is defined as β = 2πn2d cos θ2/λ, where d is the thickness of the nickel:nickel:oxide

film and λ is the wavelength of the beam. The quantities rpij, r
s
ij, t

p
ij, and tsij are calculated

using the following expressions,4,38,43 which are derived in detail in Appendix A.

rpij =
nj cos θi − ni cos θj
nj cos θi + ni cos θj

(2.3.8)

rsij =
ni cos θi − nj cos θj
ni cos θi + nj cos θj

(2.3.9)

tpij =
2ni cos θi

nj cos θi + ni cos θj
(2.3.10)

tsij =
2ni cos θi

ni cos θi + nj cos θj
(2.3.11)

For a three-layer system, such as that used in Chapter 5, the Fresnel factors for interface

II (nickel:nickel:oxide:water) also need to be considered. (Note: the former sentence

represents medium 3 as water, however, deuterium oxide was also used as medium 3 to
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correct for the frequency-dependent IR profile before each experiment). The pertinent

Fresnel factors for interface II (PPP-polarization) are represented here:38

LIIxx(ω) = ei∆
tp12

1 + rp12r
p
23e

2iβ
(1− rp23)

cos θ2

cos θ1

(2.3.12)

LIIzz(ω) = ei∆
tp12

1 + rp23r
p
23e

2iβ

n1n2

n2
interface,II

(2.3.13)

Here, ei∆ is a phase factor that accounts for the phase differences in sum frequency signal

generated by both interfaces (I and II) with ∆ expressed for each of the three beams as

follows:38,43

(2.3.14) ∆SFG =
2πn2,SFGd

λSFG

cos θ2,SFG

(2.3.15) ∆VIS =
2πn2,VISd

λVIS

cos θ2,VIS −
2πn1,VISd

λVIS

(tan θ2,VIS + tan θ2,SFG) sin θ1,VIS

(2.3.16) ∆IR =
2πn2,IRd

λIR cos θ2,IR

− 2πn1,IRd

λVIS

(tan θ2,IR + tan θ2,SFG) sin θ1,IR
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Figure 2.2. The reflection and transmission contributions from interface I
and II used in the calculation of Lxx. Figure adapted from ref. [41]
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2.4. Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) Set-Up

The optical set-up used in both Chapters 3 and 5 is briefly explained here and is

shown in Figure 2.3. A Ti:Sapphire laser system (Spectra Physics Solstice) producing 795

nm pulses with a 120 fs pulse duration was split by a 90:10 beam splitter, where 90% of

the beam is used to pump a tunable optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS) in order to

generate a broadband IR beam. The remaining 10% is used as the visible upconverter

beam. The TOPAS output was directed through a longpass IR filter and polarized using

a holographic wire grid polarizer (Thorlabs; BaF2, 25 mm). This polarizer was used

for the experiments in Chapter 5 to attenuate the IR power of the beam and was not

present for the experiments done in Chapter 3. As mentioned in Section 2.1 and shown

by Figure 2.1b, the polarizer can select for either s- or p- polarization from already linearly

polarized light. The maximum power and sum frequency signal should be apparent when

the polarizer is set to p- and the minimum power and sum frequency signal should be

apparent when the polarizer is set to s-. The change from p- to s- polarization ideally

occurs within a 90◦ rotation of the polarizer. However, a control experiment done for

our system (Figure 2.4) shows that there are points at maximum and minimum power

that do not yield the respective maximum and minimum sum frequency signal intensity

(for example at ∼ 120◦). This was found to be the case when the polarizer was rotated

counterclockwise. The extinction ratio, which is a measure of the ability of a polarizer to

attenuate a polarized beam, for this wire grid polarizer is >150:1.44 This number can be

greater than 40,000:1 when two polarizers are used in series. The lower extinction ratio

could be the cause for the discrepancy in obtaining maximum signal at maximum power

and vice versa. Therefore, we are currently rotating the polarizer clockwise to obtain
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signal intensities that coincide correctly with the input IR power. In the future, another

wire grid polarizer can be bought to possibly fix this issue.

After the wire grid polarizer, the IR beam was focused onto the sample using a CaF2

focusing lens. The 10% of the 795 nm pulse used for the visible beam was directed through

a variable density filter for power attenuation. The visible power stayed between 1.0–1.7

µJ at the sample stage for the duration of the experiments mentioned in Chapters 3 and

5 (with the visible power being closer to 1.0 µJ for the experiments done in Chapter 5).

After the variable density filter, the beam was directed to a delay stage composed of two

gold mirrors (3 mm thick). This was used to achieve temporal overlap with the IR beam

at the sample stage. The beam was then sent through a band pass filter to obtain good

spectral resolution and a half-waveplate to control the polarization of the visible beam.

The beam was then focused onto the sample using a focusing lens.

The output SFG beam was recollimated and passed through a polarizer and half-

waveplate. Lastly, the beam was directed through a focusing lens, a shortpass filter, and

a notch filter. The notch filter was used to remove any stray light not associated with the

sum frequency process. The SFG signal was then detected by a charged coupled device

(CCD) camera. The CCD camera was cooled with liquid nitrogen each morning.
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Figure 2.3. A detailed schematic of the sum frequency generation set-up
used in both Chapters 3 and 5.
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Figure 2.4. A control experiment where the polarizer was rotated every 15◦

and the power (green) and sum frequency intensity (purple) on gold was
recorded
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2.5. Optical Window Preparation

The substrates used in Chapter 3 were ALD SiO2 (25 nm) coated CaF2 windows (3

mm thick, 25.4 mm diameter from ISP Optics). Due to the high concentration (1 mM)

and stickiness of the polycation used in these experiments, these substrates were only used

a maximum of 4 times. These windows were cleaned by first sonicating them in methanol

for 15 mins. They were then dried with nitrogen and plasma cleaned (Harrick Plasma

Cleaner, 300–500 Torr) for approximately 10 minutes. The substrates used in Chapter 5

were solely CaF2 windows. They were cleaned in the same way as the ALD substrates.

2.6. Summary

Vibration sum frequency generation spectroscopy has been instrumental in both stud-

ies of the nano-bio and metal:metal:oxide interfaces in this thesis. The brief account of

nonlinear optics theory and Fresnel factor calculations discussed here is further expanded

on and applied in Chapter 5. Supporting information regarding any experimental sample

set-ups and supplementary techniques are mentioned in each respective chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

Perturbation of Hydrogen-Bonding Networks Over Supported

Lipid Bilayers by Poly (allylamine hydrochloride)

Portions of this chapter are reproduced in part with permission from the

American Chemical Society:

Dalchand, N.; Doğangün, M.; Ohno, P.E.; Ma, E.; Martinson A.B.F.; Geiger, F. M.,

Perturbation of Hydrogen-Bonding Networks over Supported Lipid Bilayers by Poly

(allylamine hydrochloride). J. Phys. Chem. B 2019, 123, 4251–4257.
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3.1. Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, nanoparticles can be functionalized with ligands and

polymers to control their surface chemistry. The cationic polymer, poly (allylamine hy-

drochloride) (PAH, Figure 3.1A), is widely used as a coating for nanoparticles1–3 and

exists in substantial amounts as free PAH in equilibrium with bound PAH in nanopar-

ticle solutions, even after purification. Given the toxicity of PAH to bacteria,4 it is of

interest to analyze free PAH with lipid membranes so as to further understand its lysing

action. While our prior studies of free-PAH characterized the thermodynamic and struc-

tural changes to SLBs upon PAH adsorption by monitoring structural changes to the

lipids in the C–H stretching region,5,6 we now focus specifically on probing how the H-

bond network of the water molecules that constitute the electrical double layer over the

membrane varies during interaction with the polycations.

Maintenance of a homeostatic aqueous environment on both sides of a cell membrane

is crucial as this aqueous medium is where vital biochemical processes occur.7–9 The cell

membrane is a key component to sustaining this homeostasis as it acts as a selective

barrier to control the movement of ions and small molecules into and out of the cell.10,11

Therefore, unanticipated changes to the cell membrane can also alter its surrounding en-

vironment, ultimately disrupting important biological pathways. It has been reported

that ions, polycations, and nanomaterials are prone to perturb supported lipid bilay-

ers (SLBs), idealized model cell membranes,7,12 and cause physical changes such as lipid

asymmetry13–16 and the formation of lipid coronas.5,17–19 While informative, these results

are specific to the SLBs and not their surrounding aqueous environment. Thus, further

analysis of the aqueous surroundings is an important factor in obtaining a complete and
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fundamental understanding of the molecular mechanisms associated with membrane in-

teractions. Moreover, water at biologically relevant membranes exhibit properties that

are still under debate, including those influencing structural networks resembling ice vs

water10,20 or bulk-like vs considerably reduced relative permittivity.21

Given their importance in biological membranes, we study lipids terminated with

the zwitterionic phosphocholine (PC) headgroup as well as the anionic phospho-(1-rac-

glycerol) and phospho-L-serine (PG and PS) headgroups (Figures 3.1B–D). Here, we

monitor the interfacial hydrogen-bonding (H-bonding) network above membranes formed

from zwitterionic and anionic lipids as we add varying concentrations of PAH.

To probe the very initial stages of membrane disruption by PAH, which presumably

involves PAH interactions with the membrane-bound water molecules, we employ µM

polycation concentrations but also employ higher polycation concentrations, which disrupt

the bilayers permanently, as demonstrated in detail in our prior work.5 We now probe the

water O–H stretching region and do so with vibrational sum frequency generation (SFG)

spectroscopy. This technique is a naturally appropriate for studying aqueous interfaces,

as it is inherently surface sensitive,22–27 allowing us to probe a thin interfacial region

of water above the membrane while providing detailed molecular information about the

strength of the hydrogen bond network through a detailed analysis of the second-order

spectral lineshapes.28–30 Prior work has shown that the membrane/water interface is a

challenge to probe directly using SFG spectroscopy due to the symmetric constraints that

govern the sum frequency process. To offset these constraints, past studies have employed

asymmetric, chemically modified bilayers by deuteration of one of the bilayer leaflets. Our

recent work using a commercially available broadband laser system at kHz repetition rates
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has shown to overcome these restrictions and provide spectra with relatively good S/N

after short acquisition times for unlabeled, symmetric bilayers.31

We find evidence for the displacement of interfacial water molecules for lipid bilayers

formed from zwitterionic and negatively charged lipids in a fashion that impacts both

strong and weak H-bond interactions. Rinsing does not lead to SFG signal recovery from

the C–H and O–H oscillators, indicating that the irreversibility of PAH interaction with

membranes rich in lipids such as those studied here may be detrimental to membrane func-

tion and cellular integrity. As PAH attachment blocks solvated ions and water molecules

at the membrane surface, irregular diffusion and cell lysis is expected.32,33
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Figure 3.1. The structure of (A) cationic polymer, poly (allylamine) hy-
drochloride (PAH, blue), (B) zwitterionic lipid, 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (DMPC, green), (C) negatively charged lipid, 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1-rac-glycerol) (DMPG, orange), and
(D) negatively charged lipid. 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine
(DMPS, red).
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3.2. Methods

Unless indicated otherwise, we follow our previously published methods.1,5,6,14,15,34The

sections below briefly summarize the approach for the reader’s convenience.

3.2.1. Polymer and Vesicle Preparation

Poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, 17.5 kDa) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and

used without further purification. All stock solutions of PAH were made and stored in

0.001 M NaCl. These solutions were then diluted with buffer composed of 0.01 M Tris and

0.1 M NaCl to the final PAH concentrations used for the experiments shown in sections

3.3.1. – 3.3.3. The buffer was corrected to a final pH of 7.40 ± 0.5 using dilute amounts

of NaOH and HCl.

The lipids 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phospho-(1-rac-glycerol) (DMPG), and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-

serine (DMPS) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. Small unilamellar vesicles were

prepared from 2 mg suspensions of the following lipid combinations: 100 mol % DMPC,

90 mol % DMPC and 10 mol % DMPG, and 90 mol % DMPC and 10 mol % DMPS. The

vesicle solutions were dried with N2 and left in the desiccator overnight to remove any

excess chloroform. The dried vesicle films were then resuspended in 0.01 M Tris and 0.1

M NaCl buffer containing 0.005 M CaCl2 and extruded using a mini-extruder kit as we

have shown previously.31,35 SLBs are then formed using the vesicle fusion method36,37 on

3 mm CaF2 windows (ISP-Optics) coated with 25 nm of SiO2 by atomic layer deposition

(ALD). Calcium-free 0.01 M Tris and 0.1 M NaCl buffer (pH 7.4) was used for bilayer

formation. Our SLBs have previously been well characterized.35
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3.2.2. Substrate Preparation with Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)

To avoid spurious optical contributions to the detected SFG signal from color centers

that are present to varying extent within commercially available fused silica windows, we

coated CaF2 windows, which are free of such centers, with a thin ALD silica overlayer

processed in a 125°C reactor under Argon flow in which 3DMAS [Tris (dimethylamino)

silane] was added for 0.4 s, followed by a 10 s purge. O2 plasma was then introduced

for 20 s, followed by a 12 s purge. To yield a SiO2 film of 25 nm thickness, this process

was repeated for ∼300 cycles. The final thickness of SiO2 on the CaF2 windows was then

estimated from modeling the thickness deposited on witness Si substrates with variable

angle spectroscopic ellipsometry.38 For clarity, these windows will be referred to as 25 nm

ALD SiO2 substrates.

3.2.3. Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy

SFG experiments were conducted using a Ti:Sapphire laser system (Solstice, Spectra

Physics, 795 nm, 3 mJ/pulse, 1 kHz repetition rate, 120 fs pulse duration). Details of

our experimental set-up have been previously reported.34 Briefly, we monitored changes

in the C–H (2,800 – 3,000 cm–1) and O–H (3,000 – 3,600 cm–1) stretching regions. All ex-

periments were carried out in triplicate and conducted using internal reflection geometry.

Multiple individual spectra were taken at different center IR wavelengths and different de-

tector positions prior to being compiled together following the procedure discussed in our

previous work.34 All spectra were taken in SSP-polarization (s-polarized SFG, s-polarized

795 nm light, and p-polarized IR light) and normalized to spectra from gold coated on a

CaF2 window in PPP-polarization to account for the IR spectral profile. Typically, the
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incident IR profile is taken using gold on CaF2 and divided by our truncated sample spec-

tra. Because of substrate limitations in the beginning of these experiments, with the 25

nm ALD SiO2 substrates, we started normalization with a purely CaF2 substrate. After

obtaining more 25 nm ALD SiO2 substrates, we coated one with gold and compared the

summed gold spectrum on both substrates. Figure 3.2 shows very little difference between

the two profiles. This is likely due to the layer of SiO2 being nanometers thin. Therefore,

to keep the normalization process consistent, all spectra were normalized to CaF2.

3.2.4. PAH-Membrane Interaction Experiments

Following bilayer formation, PAH was introduced into a home-built Teflon flow-cell (Fig-

ure 3.3) at a starting concentration of 1 µM. Two acquisitions were taken in the frequency

range of interest, 2,800 – 3,600 cm–1, before the next concentration was introduced and

averaged to produce a representative spectrum for each concentration. PAH addition was

stopped after the SLBs had undergone substantial perturbation. After the highest con-

centration of PAH was introduced, the SLBs were rinsed with 20 mL of PAH-free buffer

in order to determine if changes to the SLBs were reversible.
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Figure 3.2. A comparison of gold on two substrates. The above plot shows
the gold profile for the sum of DFG’s taken for a gold CaF2 substrate (red)
and a gold 25 nm ALD SiO2 coated CaF2 window (blue).
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Figure 3.3. The home-built teflon flow-cell used to prepare supported lipid
bilayers (SLBs). The same flow-cell was then used to monitor the interaction
of the SLBs with poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH).
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3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1. PAH Displaces Interfacial Water from Negatively Charged Membranes

Figure 3.4A shows the SSP-polarized spectrum of a SLB formed from a mixture of 9:1

DMPC:DMPG lipids exposed to varying PAH concentrations. Our prior work shows the

PAH surface coverage for a bilayer formed from a 9:1 mix of DMPC:DMPG to be dense,

consistent with the monolayer limit.6 PAH attaches to the membrane through electrostatic

interactions and not only changes the surface charge and the lipid order6,39–43 but is shown

here to also displace interfacial water molecules. In the C–H stretching region, Figure 3.4A

shows what we had reported earlier for the C–H stretching region, namely peaks at ∼2,880

cm–1, ∼2,900 cm–1, and ∼2,950 cm–1 characteristic of lipids in a well-formed bilayer.14,15,35

The peak at ∼2,880 cm–1 is attributable to the symmetric CH3 stretches of the lipid

alkyl tails while the SFG intensity of the other two peaks is due to spectral interference

from the water molecules, as demonstrated recently using D2O and spectral lineshape

modeling.73 Adding PAH to the bilayer leads to SFG intensity decreases, indicating a

clear perturbation in the lipid structure with the addition of the polycations. Note that

our previously reported loss of spectrally resolved peaks in the C–H stretching region at

1 µM PAH5 is somewhat at variance with our current observations, which we attribute

to the differences in substrates used for experiments (25 nm ALD SiO2 on CaF2 in the

present experiments vs. fused SiO2 in our previous experiments).

In the O–H stretching region, the broad peak centered ∼3,200 cm–1 signifies the pres-

ence of strong hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between water molecules and appears in the

frequency region where the O–H stretches of the water molecules in solid ice show their
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infrared transitions.44 Earlier dilution work with PC/PG lipids identified SFG signal con-

tributions at ∼3,100 cm–1 to be specific to PC. . . H2O interactions.34 A smaller peak, at

∼3,400 cm–1 is also observed in the spectrum and is attributed to the weakly bonded water

molecules above the 9:1 DMPC: DMPG bilayer.45–47 Figure 3.4A shows that adding PAH

results in a signal intensity decrease across the O–H stretching region probed here. At 0.1

mM PAH this loss is ≥70% of the original SFG signal intensity. As the stronger H-bond

network, observed at ∼3,200 cm–1, is seemingly disrupted by PAH, one may expect an

increase in the weaker H-bonding region (∼3,400 cm–1), however, this is not the case.

Instead, the decrease in intensity in the 3,200 cm–1 and the 3,400 cm–1 regions suggests a

direct displacement of the water molecules by PAH. The same trend is also seen in Figure

3.4B for another negatively charged bilayer composed of a 9:1 mix of DMPC:DMPS lipids,

in which the PS headgroup is less shielded than in PG.
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Figure 3.4. Representative SSP-polarized SFG spectra for a bilayer formed
from (A) a 9:1 mixture of DMPC:DMPG lipids (orange) and (B) a 9:1
mixture of DMPC:DMPS lipids (red) in buffer solution composed of 0.01
M Tris and 0.1 M NaCl, adjusted to pH 7.4 before interaction with PAH
and after the interaction of the SLB with PAH in increasing concentrations:
1 µM (light blue), 10 µM (blue), and 0.1 mM (dark blue). All spectra in
(B) have been binned over three points in x and y between 3,000 cm–1 —
3,600 cm–1 for clearer S/N resolution.
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3.3.2. Membranes Formed from Zwitterionic Lipids Show Slight Displacement

of Interfacial Water

Adding PAH to a bilayer formed from purely zwitterionic DMPC elicits two types of

outcomes that fall into a majority category showing little (≤ 30%) to no change to the

lipid or water signals upon addition of up to 0.1 mM PAH after which signal intensities

drop mainly in the C–H stretching region and to some degree in the O–H stretching

region at 1 mM PAH (Figure 3.5A, observed 4 out of 6 times). These changes in the SFG

lineshapes at high PAH concentration are likely due to specific water/ion interactions with

the lipids, as controls carried out at 300 mM [salt], which corresponds to the total ionic

strength at 1 mM PAH (∼160 –NH3
+ repeat units) in 100 mM NaCl is ∼300 mM (vide

infra) (Figure 3.6D). The minority response (Figure 3.5B, observed 2 out of 6 times)

is characterized by noticeable SFG intensity reduction/elimination in the C–H stretching

region at PAH concentrations as low as 10 µM, along with considerable signal reductions

around 3,200 cm–1, albeit to a lesser extent when compared to the negatively charged

bilayers (Figure 3.4).

We attribute the differences we observe in the PAH-membrane interactions described

here to how strongly water molecules are bound to the lipid headgroup and to the strength

of the electrostatic PAH-membrane interactions. First, the cationic nature of PAH favors

interactions with the overall negatively charged membranes, as is indeed observed here in

our majority responses. The carboxylate moiety in the PS headgroup is likely parallel to

the other lipids comprising the membrane and is therefore readily accessible to cationic

PAH (this is also likely for the PG headgroup due to the condensing effect, described
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below).48 Moreover, water is also expected to bind more strongly to the amine and car-

boxylate groups on PS when compared to the more shielded, less accessible, negatively

charged phosphate moiety, where most H-bonding occurs for PC lipids.49 Regarding the

strength with which water molecules are bound to the lipids, we refer to computer sim-

ulations by Berkowitz and coworkers50,51 showing that the area per headgroup is smaller

for PS lipids than for PC due to intermolecular H-bonding of the amine and carboxylate

moieties (Figure 3.1B, known as the “condensing effect”).48,49 Intermolecular lipid-lipid

interactions are also possible for PG bilayers, in which the glycerol moieties H-bond with

the ester carbonyl group, likely decreasing the available area per headgroup and thus the

number of bound water molecules.52,53 Conversely, more water molecules surround PC

headgroups than PG or PS.
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Figure 3.5. SSP-polarized SFG spectra for (A) major and (B) minor re-
sponses for the interaction of PAH with a bilayer formed from 100% DMPC
lipids in buffer solution composed of 0.01 M Tris and 0.1 M NaCl, adjusted
to pH 7.4 before interaction with PAH (green). The spectra taken after the
interaction of the SLB with PAH in increasing concentrations: 1 µM (light
blue), 10 µM (blue), 0.1 mM (dark blue), and 1 mM (navy). The spectra
for (B) have been binned over three points in x and y between 3,000 cm–1

– 3,600 cm–1 for clearer S/N resolution and comparison with the major
response.
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3.3.3. Membrane Water is Irreversibly Displaced by PAH

Rinsing the PAH-exposed membranes with calcium-free buffer showed no signal inten-

sity recovery in the H-bonding network or the C–H oscillators (Figures 3.6A–C). While

irreversibility is only shown for the major response for the pure DMPC bilayer, it was

also observed for the minority response. These results support the notion that the PAH

polycations have irreversibly displaced the interfacial water molecules.42

Because the ionic strength of 1 mM PAH (0.3 M) is approximately 3× higher than

our original buffer solution (0.1 M), a control experiment was carried out to determine

whether the changes in the H-bonding network was due to the PAH interaction or ionic

strength. Figure 3.6D shows only negligible changes in the O–H stretching region when the

salt concentration is raised from 0.1 to 0.3 M. This outcome is consistent with negligible

absorptive-dispersive mixing between the second-order (χ(2)) and the surface potential-

dependent third-order contribution (χ(3)Φ(0)) to the SFG signal generation process, ac-

cording to28,29,34,54–56

(3.3.1) χ
(2)
total = χ(2) + cos(ϕDC)eiϕDCχ(2)Φ(0)

Here, ϕDC is the optical phase angle (the “DC phase angle”)56 associated with the

electrostatic potential produced by the interfacial charges. For electrical double layer

model in which the surface potential decays exponentially into the bulk aqueous phase,

ϕDC = arctan(∆kzλD), where ∆kz is the wave vector mismatch (∼ 1.1× 10−7 m−1 in our

experimental setup) λD is the Debye length in the diffuse layer, which depends on the

ionic strength. At >100 mM [salt], ϕDC is ∼ 0◦34 and model (1) becomes purely additive
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in (χ(2)) and (χ(3)Φ(0)). Figure 3.6D is consistent with this model. While we observe no

significant change in O–H stretching region as [salt] goes from 0.1 to 0.3 M, we observe

an SFG signal intensity decrease in the C–H stretching region, which we attribute to the

onset of specific binding of Na+ to the oxygen atoms in the lipid headgroups at these high

salt concentrations, as shown by Cordomi et al. at 0.2 M NaCl.57
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Figure 3.6. Interaction of a bilayer formed from (A) a 9:1 mixture of
DMPC:DMPG lipids (orange) and (B) a 9:1 mixture of DMPC:DMPS lipids
(red) with the highest concentration of PAH studied, 0.1 mM (dark blue),
and after rinsing with 20 mL of PAH-free buffer solution (dotted blue line).
The spectra for (B) have been binned over three points in x and y between
3,000 cm–1 -– 3,600 cm–1 for clearer S/N resolution and comparison with
other reversibility traces. (C) Interaction of a bilayer formed from 100%
DMPC lipids (green) with the highest concentration of PAH studied, 1 mM
(navy), and after rinsing with 20 mL of PAH-free buffer solution (dotted
blue line). (D) A bilayer formed from 100% DMPC lipids (green) after rins-
ing with buffer solution composed of 0.01 M Tris and 0.3 M NaCl, adjusted
to pH 7.4.
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3.3.4. Contact-Ion Pair Formation

Prior work has shown that only a small number of monomeric units of PAH, allylamine

hydrochloride (AH), directly interact with the 9:1 DMPC:DMPG bilayer surface. There-

fore, PAH likely adopts a loosely bound vertical “loop-like” conformation which could

lead to the drawing in of counterions to lower charge-charge repulsion between the neigh-

boring positively charged subunits. This binding mode, as commonly seen for polymers

at surfaces, allows the polymer to adopt multiple configurations and therefore is entrop-

ically more favorable than the binding mode in which the polymer remains flat on the

membrane surface. Atomistic simulations indicate that the interaction involves direct

amine-phosphate interaction rather than indirect hydrogen-bonding mediated by water

molecules. Therefore, the displacement of water molecules mentioned above could pos-

sibly be due to new hydrogen-bond formation via contact-ion pair formation. This is

expanded upon in Chapter 4.

3.4. Conclusion

We have shown the perturbation of the H-bonding network of bilayers formed from

100% zwitterionic DMPC as well as from 9:1 mixes of DMPC:DMPG and DMPC:DMPS

with the addition of the common cationic polymer PAH in 100 mM NaCl. At 0.1 mM,

PAH binds irreversibly to the bilayers that contain the negatively charged PG and PS

lipids and displace interfacial water molecules, as revealed by vibrational sum frequency

generation spectroscopy. 10 times higher PAH concentrations are required to displace

water molecules from the purely zwitterionic bilayer. This outcome is likely due to dif-

ference in (1) the energy with which water molecules are bound to the lipid headgroups,
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(2) the number of water molecules bound to the headgroups, which is related to the

headgroup area, and (3) the electrostatic interactions between the PAH molecules and

the negatively charged lipids that are favored when compared to the zwitterionic lipid

headgroups. The interactions between the polycations and the membranes were further

analyzed in reversibility studies that revealed no SFG signal intensity recovery upon rins-

ing for all PAH-exposed membranes surveyed. The irreversibility of PAH attachment can

have significant effects on cell function, as osmosis and membrane diffusion are expected

to be altered without access to membrane water molecules or solvated ions. As PAH is

continued to be used in nanomaterials and as thin films for biomaterials, it is important

to note the toxic outcomes large quantities of PAH can have on biological systems. Taken

together, then, it is our hope that our insights will help establishing causal relationships

in nanotoxicology, and contribute to understanding, controlling, and predicting the initial

steps that lead to the lysis of cells exposed to membrane disrupting polycations.
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CHAPTER 4

Summary and Future Work: Electrostatics, Hydrogen-Bonding,

and Molecular Structure at Polycation and Peptide: Lipid

Membrane Interfaces

Portions of this chapter are reproduced in part with permission from the

American Chemical Society:

Dalchand, N.; Cui, Q.; Geiger, F. M., Electrostatics, Hydrogen Bonding, and Molecular

Structure at Polycation and Peptide: Lipid Membrane Interfaces. ACS Appl. Mater.

Interfaces 2019, 12, 21149–21158.
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4.1. Introduction to Chapter 4

In Chapter 3, the dehydration of supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) with the addition

of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) was determined for both zwitterionic and neg-

atively charged bilayers. The conclusions drawn in this work build on the previous con-

clusions from work done in our group. To this end, a summary and review of the work

done in our group exploring the electrostatics, hydrogen-bonding, and molecular structure

at polycation and peptide:lipid membrane interfaces is provided in this chapter. Future

experiments exploring membranes integrated with model ion channels such as gramicidin

A are also proposed.

4.2. Background

The significance of positive charges of polymers, peptides, and surfactants for biocidal

uses is well-known.1–4 When in contact with a surface modified with these cationic species,

the plasma membrane of bacteria and other microorganisms can rupture due to the re-

sulting disorder of the membrane in a series of processes that are only now beginning to

be understood on the molecular level. Moreover, membrane penetration by polycations is

key to various biological processes such as transfection of small molecules and DNA into

cells for applications such as drug and gene delivery.5 For instance, compounds possess-

ing quaternary ammonium groups exhibit charge-density thresholds for optimal biocidal

function, as reported by Kügler et al.3 Surpassing or, alternatively, staying below this

threshold requires reliable estimates of polycation surface coverage and charge density

and well as information regarding molecular structure at the polycation:lipid membrane
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interface. This information is not straightforward to obtain, as the charge state of inter-

facial peptides and polycations can differ considerably from the one they assume in bulk

water. As we will show herein, interfacial structure and molecular environment at the

polycation and peptide:membrane interface are the key determinants for this difference.

Access to such information opens possibilities to control, understand, and optimize the

polycation-surface interaction to desired performance levels without perhaps having to

rely on costly chemical library screens.

Here, we highlight our recently developed approach to quantify the charge density of a

suite of polycations and peptides shown in Figure 4.1 at the interface of aqueous solutions

and supported lipid bilayers (SLBs). Furthermore, we assess changes to the hydrogen

bonding network due to polycation addition as water is an essential component of bac-

terial media and biochemical systems and reactions. We combine the second-order non-

linear spectroscopic technique second harmonic generation (SHG) with mass estimates

from quartz crystal microbalance measurements with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) in

order to determine the charge per adsorbate on the membrane surface. These experiments

are interpreted using atomistic simulations and followed by vibrational sum frequency gen-

eration (SFG) spectroscopy to assess the perturbation of the hydrogen bonding network

above our membrane system with the addition of polycations.

The combination of the various techniques mentioned is necessary, highlighting that

determining surface charge density is not trivial, especially for soft matter aqueous inter-

faces like the ones investigated here. Methods for determining electrostatics at aqueous

interfaces in a single step do exist in the form of electrokinetic measurements,6–10 but

the task of connecting the electrostatic potential at the ζ-plane (“slipping-plane”) with
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that at the zero plane (e.g. φ0) and the electrical dipole potential11,12 to inform on inter-

facial charge densities remains a major challenge.6,7,13 This latter potential is important

for many uncharged (neutral, zwitterionic) interfacial systems and can be on the order

of several 100 mV at lipid monolayers.14 Compounding the problem is that additional

unknowns exist regarding the microscopic structure, including wide ranges of the relative

permittivity in the interfacial region15–22 of the Electrical Double Layer (EDL).

Finally, conversion from ζ-potential to interfacial charge density at the zero plane

requires several approximations that may not be appropriate for soft interfaces with a

significant degree of spatial heterogeneity at the molecular scale.23 Another useful tech-

nique in determining surface charge, scanning probe microscopy,24 has been successfully

paired with finite-difference analysis25 and extended to individual molecules26 to obtain

estimates for Φ(0) and σ, but this approach requires the presence of a possibly per-

turbative measuring probe and only provides the interfacial electrostatic parameters at

specific x-y coordinates one force-distance curve at a time, resulting in lengthy data ac-

quisitions. Our approach circumvents these limitations, as SHG and SFG spectroscopies

are non-destructive and do not require the use of fluorescent probes or other surface

modifications.
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Figure 4.1. A compilation of the structures of the polycations used in
our work: (A) poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH), (B) poly(vinylamine
hydrochloride) (PVAm), (C) poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)
(PDADMAC), (D) poly-L-lysine (PLL), and (E) poly-L-arginine (PLR).
The molecular weight of each polycation used is listed under the corre-
sponding structure. The peptides surveyed, Lys8 and Arg8, have the same
functional groups as their polycation counterparts in (D) and (E) respec-
tively.
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4.3. The Optical Voltmeter

SHG spectroscopy is a process in which two photons of the same frequency combine

to produce a beam that is twice the frequency.27,28 It is surface selective and is forbidden

in centrosymmetric media and thus only reports on regions where symmetry is broke, i.e.,

at the interface. For surfaces carrying an electrostatic potential, equation 4.3.1 expresses

the overall signal intensity, ISHG, as29–31

(4.3.1)
√
ISHG ∝ χ(2)EωEω + χ(3)EωEω

∫ ∞
0

EDC(z)ei∆kzzdz

Here, χ(2) and χ(3) are teh second- and third-order nonlinear susceptibility tensors, Eω is

the incident electric field, EDC is the electrical field produced by charges at the interface,

where EDC = −∇zΦ, with Φ(z) being the electrostatic potential falling off with distance, z,

and ∆kz is the wavevector mismatch, which depends on the optical geometry, wavelengths,

and bulk dielectric constants. Note that Φ(0) is the total surface potential given by the

sum of the Coulomb and dipole potential terms. Equation 4.3.1 can be simplified by

approximating χ(2), χ(3), and Eω to be constants so that one finds

(4.3.2) ESHG = A+BΦ(0)
κ

κ− i∆kz

Here, κ is the inverse screening length, which is determined by the ionic strength in the

bulk aqueous solution. Equation 4.3.2 directly relates the interfacial potential, Φ(0), to the

SHG response, rendering the method an ”optical voltmeter.” In the Outlook section, we

will show how a recently developed approach using hetrodyne detection directly yields the

phase and amplitude of the SHG response, which is then used to obtain the second-order
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nonlinear susceptibility tensor and the surface potential, including its sign, directly and

without further simplifying assumptions or prior knowledge of interfacial electrostatics at

the membrane.

Our experiments are carried out at 0.1 M [NaCl], for which the value of the phase-

matching term, κ
κ−i∆kz , approaches unity.29–32 At low [NaCl] (< 0.1 M), this term must

be accounted for due to absorptive-dispersive mixing between the second-order (χ(2)) and

the surface potential-dependent third-order contributions (χ(3)Φ(0)). The assumptions

underlying this technique are as follows: (a) the nonlinear optical signal recorded at the

detector consists of only 2nd and 3rd order terms, (b) the surface potential decays somehow

with distance, and (c) the Debye–Hückel theory is applicable for the bulk aqueous phase,

which is a reasonable assumption below ∼ 0.1 M ionic strength. Our recent work also

evaluates linearly decaying potentials,33 which may be of interest in crowded environments,

such as mitochondria.

To determine surface charge densities, Kads and ∆Gads, a combined electrostatic model

(Gouy–Chapman) and adsorption model (Langmuir) is substituted for the interfacial po-

tential in Equation 4.3.2 to produce

(4.3.3)
√
ISHG ∝ A+B sinh−1

(
σ0 +

σadsKads

1 +Kads

)
× 8.44 (mol l−1)−

1
2 m2C−1

√
M + Celec

Here, the total surface charge density is described by σ0 + σads, where σ0 is the surface

charge density of the bare bilayer used, in this case, –0.1 C/m2 for a bilayer prepared from

a 9:1 mix of 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC, zwitterionic) and 1,2-

dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1-rac-glycerol) (DMPG, negatively charged), and σads

is the surface charge density of the layer of adsorbed species, in this case the polycations
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or peptides. Kads is the equilibrium binding constant for polycation or peptide adsorption

in units of 1 mol−1, and Celec is the bulk electrolyte concentration (0.1 mol l−1). The units

in the numerator of the right-most factor ensure that surface charge density estimates are

provided in C m−2. The Hill adsorption model is an extension of the Langmuir model

and can be substituted into the Gouy–Chapman expression as well. It is well written

as θ = Kn
adsM

n/(1 + Kn
adsM

n). The Hill coefficient, n, describes the extent of coopera-

tivity of binding, where n > 1 means that increasing the concentration of the adsorbate

also increases the affinity of binding. In this scenario, binding is cooperative.34 When

n < 1, anti-cooperative behavior is observed, meaning the affinity for binding decreases

with an increasing concentration of adsorbate. Alternatively, adsorption to structurally

or chemically heterogeneous surfaces can also result in artificially low n values,35,36 while

electrostatics and reductions in dimensionality can explain high values of n.37 In the work

discussed here, the combined Gouy–Chapman/Langmuir and the Gouy–Chapman/Hill

models were used to extract the equilibrium binding constant, the free energy of adsorp-

tion, and the interfacial charge density and charge per adsorbed polycation or peptide.

4.4. Atomistic and Coarse-Grained simulations

With molecular simulations, it is relatively straightforward to simulate the binding

mode(s) of short peptides and oligomers to lipid membrane surfaces, providing informa-

tion regarding their conformational distributions, hydration state, and interactions with

lipid molecules and salt ions at the interface.38–40 More quantitative computations of bind-

ing, such as binding free energy and actual spectroscopic parameters, remain limited to
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relatively simple cases;40,41 this is because quantitative free energy and spectroscopic com-

putations are more sensitive to technical details such as electronic polarization and the de-

gree of conformational sampling. For the binding of polymers of higher molecular weights,

atomistic simulations remain challenging due to the difficulty of adequately sampling the

conformational space of the polymer, especially at the membrane/water interface. More-

over, the titration state of the polymer may change upon binding, a phenomenon that

has been noted yet not extensively explored for non-biological polymers.42–44 Therefore,

coarse-grained simulations are often needed for probing the interaction between polymers

and lipid membranes, for which calibration is essential but not always straightforward.45–47

Nevertheless, in general, atomistic and coarse-grained simulations can provide molecular

level information that is valuable to the interpretation of the spectroscopic (SFG, SHG)

and QCM-D data, as we discuss below. In addition, the microscopic information for the

interface from molecular simulations enables one to test the validity of approximations

in commonly used models for the extraction of molecular-level parameters, such as the

Gouy–Chapman model48 for converting measured surface potential to an apparent surface

charge (vide infra).

4.5. Sub-Charging at High Surface Densities of Polycations

Our first studies assessed the adsorption of the polycation poly(allylamine) hydrochlo-

ride (PAH) to a supported lipid bilayer (SLB) formed from a 9:1 mixture of zwitterionic

DMPC and negatively charged DMPG lipids. SLB’s are formed using the vesicle fusion

method on fused silica substrates.49–52 In this planar, flat geometry, out of plane defor-

mations (bending/curling) by electrostatic forces, which would distort the interface, are
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unlikely to be probed by our methods, and require, for instance, scanning probes instead.

At the ionic strength of the experiment (0.1 M salt), the free energy of binding estimated

from fitting a combined Gouy–Chapman/Langmuir model to the isotherm was –52.7 ±

0.6 kJ/mol shown in Figure 4.2A. Under salt-free conditions, the estimated free energy

of binding is –50 kJ/mol as shown by Figure 4.2B. Figure 4.2B also shows that under

the same salt-free conditions, the adsorption of the monomeric unit of PAH, allylamine

hydrochloride (AH), on a 9:1 DMPC: DMPG bilayer showed a clear shift in the inflection

point, with an extracted free energy of only –14.6 ± 0.4 kJ/mol,50 a mere 3 times less

than that observed for PAH. If the values of ∆Gads of the monomers were additive, we

would expect a ∼100 times greater adsorption free energy for PAH, considering it has 190

charged units (n.b.: our SHG and QCM-D measurements indicate that only 70% of the

190 units are charged and even then, ∆Gads for the PAH is much lower than expected).

To explore this result further, we carried out coarse grain simulations of PAH10–160 in-

teracting with the bilayer and gained qualitative insight on the mechanisms of binding

occurring at the surface. These simulations indicate that PAH prefers a loosely bound

conformation in which only a small number of the AH monomeric units directly interact

with the bilayer surface (Figure 4.3A–B). This binding mode, as commonly seen for poly-

mers at surfaces,53 allows the polymer to adopt multiple configurations and therefore is

entropically more favorable than the binding mode in which the polymer remains flat on

the membrane surface. Furthermore, the simulated titration curve (Figure 4.3C) shows

that as the amount of PAH present at the bilayer surface increases to high coverage (as

shown schematically with a packing model based on the surface density observed experi-

mentally in Figures 4.3A–B), the pKa of the amine groups along the polymer shifts due
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to increased crowding to lower charge-charge repulsion. This interpretation is suggested

by the change in the fraction of protonated amine groups at different polycation densi-

ties. For example, at high surface densities of PAH, the fraction of protonated amine

groups is 20% at a pH of 7, however, at moderate coverage the fraction of protonated

amine groups is 50% (Figure 4.3C). The estimated fraction of protonated amine groups is

substantially lower than the experimental observation due in part to the simplicity of the

packing model; moreover, the QCM-D data included contributions from interfacial water

molecules and counterions and therefore likely overestimated the binding density of the

PAH at the membrane surface.
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Figure 4.2. SHG adsorption isotherms for (A) PAH (•) at 0.1 M NaCl and
(B) AH (◦) at 0.1 M NaCl. (B) also shows PAH (�) and AH (�) at low ionic
strength conditions, 0 M NaCl. All solutions were prepared to produce a
buffer solution containing 0.01 M Tris at a pH 7.4. The black lines in (A)
and (B) represent the data that was fit to the double layer model. Reprinted
with permission from ref 50. Copyright 2017 ACS Publications.
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Figure 4.3. The top (A) and side view (B) of the surface-packing model for
PAH10 at the lipid bilayer surface. Here, only one AH monomer is in direct
contact with the surface. The following MCCE calculations in (C) show a
computed titration curve for different surface binding densities, where there
is a notable decrease in protonated surface sites as more PAH10 is added on
the bilayer surface. Reprinted with permission from ref 50. Copyright 2017
ACS Publications.
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4.6. Contact-Ion Pair Formation

In addition to pKa shifts, the difference in charge state of the monomers vs. the

polymers may also be due to contact-ion pair formation between the protonated amine

groups and the phosphate moieties on the lipid headgroup shown in Figure 4.4. Our

atomistic simulations indicate that the interaction involves direct amine-phosphate inter-

action rather than indirect hydrogen-bonding mediated by water molecules. The size of

the polycation and configurational entropy considerations53 indicate that the formation

of loops may be important, which could lead to the drawing in of counterions to lower

charge-charge repulsion between the neighboring positively charged subunits. In this sce-

nario, few protonated amine groups come into contact with the lipid headgroups, whereas

more than one AH monomer can bind to each lipid headgroup when considering the AH

monomer alone.
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Figure 4.4. Atomistic simulation of AH monomers (320) interacting with a
bilayer formed from a 9:1 mixture of DMPC: DMPG lipids. (A) Significant
undulation to the molecular surface of the bilayer (gray) is shown upon
AH (blue) binding. The phosphate moieties of the lipid head groups are
also shown (red) to highlight where bonding is taking place. (B) shows a
90◦ rotation of (A) about the z-axis and (C) presents an atomistic view of
(A). (D) represents the hydrogen -bonding interactions (green dotted lines)
between an AH monomer with the negatively charged portions of adjacent
lipids, the phosphate and glycerol groups. Adapted with permission from
ref 50. Copyright 2017 ACS Publications.
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4.7. Perturbation of the Hydrogen-Bonding Network with Added

Polycations

4.7.1. Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy

SFG spectroscopy, like SHG spectroscopy, is a nonlinear optical technique. It combines

a tunable infrared and fixed visible beam temporally and spatially to produce a beam

at the sum of the two frequencies. This technique has been used extensively to identify

bilayer structure49,54 and structural changes to lipid bilayers such as lipid asymmetry55–57

as well as the kinetics and thermodynamics of processes such as lipid flip-flop,58,59 pio-

neered by Conboy and co-workers. SFG spectroscopy also provides information about

the interfacial hydrogen bond network52,60–62 above the bilayer surface, which is impor-

tant for garnering a complete understanding of the mechanism associated with peptide or

polycation:membrane interactions.

Our initial efforts in probing this region involved understanding the water structure

above the EDL under conditions of high and low ionic strength. We found that increasing

the ionic strength from 10 µM to 0.1 M results in SFG signal intensity reductions. Yet,

atomistic simulations carried out at 0 M and 0.15 M salt concentration tracking the O· · ·O

distances between neighboring water molecules as well as dipole moment orientation dis-

tributions showed no significant changes in the hydrogen-bonding network.52 Therefore,

we concluded the changes in the SFG spectral lineshape due to ionic strength are indica-

tive of absorptive-dispersive mixing between χ(2) and χ(3) contributions at the charged

interface. This type of optical mixing has only been considered recently in regards to the

SFG community.29–32 As our experiments are largely carried out at high ionic strength
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(0.1 M NaCl), where the addition of polycations (PAH in this case) does not change the

ionic strength considerably, we conclude that any changes to the SFG spectral lineshape

due to PAH adsorption can be interpreted to report on changes in the hydrogen-bonding

network that directly result from polycation:membrane interactions and not changes in

ionic strength, as the next section will further elaborate.

4.7.2. Water Expulsion Upon Polycation Absorption

At high densities of PAH at the bilayer surface, we saw changes in pKa of the primary

amine group due to crowding. To lower charge-charge repulsion, PAH draws in counter-

ions and adopts “vertical packing”, as mentioned. In order to gain further insight into

the mechanisms of PAH binding to the bilayer surface, our most recent work considered

the role of the interfacial water molecules present at the bilayer surface. To summarize,

in Chapter 3 we saw that after 1 muM PAH is added to the 9:1 DMPC: DMPG bilayer,

the SFG signal intensity decreases near 3,200 cm–1 and 3,400 cm–1, which are assigned to

strongly and weakly bonded hydrogen bonds networks respectively.63 With the breaking

of strong hydrogen bonds, we would perhaps expect an increase in the weaker ones, but an

increase in the peak at 3,400 cm–1 is not apparent. Instead, our observations are consistent

with the notion that PAH displaces the interfacial water molecules. This expulsion of

water molecules at the interface could be due to new hydrogen bond formation via the

contact-ion pair formation mechanism discussed earlier. As the PAH concentration is

further increased to 10 µM and 0.1 mM, the resulting SFG signal intensity reduction

across the hydrogen-bonding network exceeds 70 %.51
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The reversibility of the displacement of interfacial water molecules with PAH was

assessed by rinsing the bilayer with PAH-free buffer. After rinsing, the spectral features

of the bilayer in the C–H stretching region do not revert, neither do the peaks at 3,200

cm–1 or 3,400 cm–1, consistent with the possibility that water repulsion induced by PAH

is irreversible under our experimental conditions. The experiment was also performed

with another negatively charged bilayer that includes the lipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-

3-phospho-L-serine (DMPS). Again, the peaks in the C–H and O–H stretching regions

do not revert upon rinsing. Therefore, regardless of the lipid headgroup structure, the

negatively charged bilayers remain dehydrated with the addition of PAH. This leads us to

question whether water expulsion for supported lipid bilayers is a necessary first step for

the subsequent membrane disruption by polycations and is a question we wish to explore

in future work.

4.8. Cationic Polymers at Lipid Bilayer Surfaces

In contrast to the large polycations, the interaction of the short oligomers Arg8 and

Lys8 with the 9:1 DMPC: DMPG bilayers was also evaluated. These peptides were found

to be fully ionized when attached to the bilayer. The combined Gouy–Chapman/Hill

model was fit to the adsorption isotherms for these octamers, yielding an n of 0.5 for

both. This result is contrary to a recent report by Cremer and Jungwirth and co-workers,

who reported the degree of cooperativity to be significantly different between Arg9 and

Lys9.38 This different outcome may be attributed to the fluorescent labelling of the lipid

bilayers used in their experiments as well as the difference in fluidity between our 9:1

DMPC: DMPG bilayer system and their 9:1 POPC: POPG bilayer system.
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Simulations shown in Figure 4.5 show that the guanidinium group on the arginine side

chain can hydrogen bond to both the glycerol and phosphate groups in the lipids whereas

the primary amine group on lysine forms a localized hydrogen bond with the phosphate

group.46 This difference leads to substantially different binding modes of Arg8 and Lys8

peptides: Arg8 inserts more deeply into the bilayer to form a “buried” conformation,

interacting with the lipids with up to 6 side chains whereas Lys8 is more likely to “stand-

up” and interacts with the bilayer with 1 or 2 side chains.34

The atomistic simulations also provide detailed information regarding the distribution

and orientation of water and ions at the membrane/water interface, from which charge

distributions and electrostatic potentials can be computed and compared to experimental

measurements. Shown in Figure 4.6 are the distributions of charge from different compo-

nents for the case of Arg8 adsorbed at the membrane surface. The result illustrates the

large degree of charge compensation among lipids, ions, adsorbing peptides, and interfacial

water, leading to a rather small apparent charge density on the order of mC/m2; the latter

is of the same order of magnitude as measurement from on-going experimental analysis

in our group using heterodyned SHG measurements. Further analysis of the interfacial

electrostatic potential and charge distribution from the atomistic simulations also enabled

us to examine the quantitative validity of the commonly used Gouy–Chapman model for

converting measured surface potential to an effective surface charge density. In the Gouy–

Chapman model,48 the interfacial solvent is described using a dielectric continuum with

a bulk dielectric constant, which may not be quantitatively appropriate for a charged in-

terface.15,19,22 Fitting the atomistic simulation results in the form of the Gouy–Chapman

model, however, revealed that the appropriate effective dielectric constant model is, in
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fact, around 30, close to what we recently reported from SHG experiments.15 This value is

likely due to the considerable dynamical flexibility of the lipid head-groups, which enable

interfacial water molecules to re-orient without much hindrance. Therefore, the use of

the bulk dielectric constant of water in the Gouy–Chapman model, as is often seen in the

literature, leads to a minor overestimate of the interfacial charge density by a factor of√
80/30 ∼ 1.6 at lipid membrane surfaces.
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Figure 4.5. The MD simulations show the interaction of Arg8 (left column)
and Lys8 (right column) with a bilayer formed from a 9:1 mixture of DMPC:
DMPG lipids. In the top two panels, the difference in preferred binding be-
tween the peptides is seen. Arg8 prefers to interact with the bilayer, inter-
acting with up to 6 side chains. Lys8 prefers interacting with the solution,
adopting a “stand-up” conformation and interacting with the bilayer with
only 1 or 2 side chains. The lower panels show a close up view of the side
chains interacting with the phosphate moieties on the lipid headgroup, with
Lys8 interacting with less phosphate moieties than Arg8. Reproduced from
ref. 34 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).
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Figure 4.6. Integrated charge density (total, right, and from different com-
ponents, left), σ(z), as a function of z from MD simulations for Arg8 on a
9:1 DMPC:DMPG bilayer
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4.9. Polycations Bind to Bilayers with Comparable ∆Gads

Besides PAH, we also studied several other polycations that range in size and differ in

molecular weight and structure. They also vary in their cationic groups with two polyca-

tions (aside from PAH) containing primary amines, namely poly (vinylamine hydrochlo-

ride) (PVAm, 25 kDa) and poly-L-lysine (PLL, 4–15 kDa), one polycation containing a

quaternary ammonium group, namely poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDAD-

MAC, 100 kDa and 400–500 kDa), and one polycation containing a guanidinium group,

namely poly-L-arginine (PLR, 5–15 kDa). Figure 4.7 shows that when accounting for the

positive charge present (the concentration of each respective polycation multiplied by the

respective amount of repeat units), the experimental binding curves, and thus the binding

constants, for all polycations surveyed were comparable, regardless of molecular weight

or structure.64

Reversibility studies were carried out by SHG spectroscopy in order to assess the

extent of binding reversibility of the respective polycations (Figure 4.8). All polycations

aside from PDADMAC exhibit partial to full reversibility to the bilayers surveyed. PVAm

and PDADMAC (400 kDa) exhibit the lowest degree of ionization, being 7% and 16%

respectively (the actual degree of ionization estimated from the experiments depends on

the contribution of interfacial water to the observed mass change, although the qualitative

trend is expected to hold). Yet, while PVAm binds largely reversibly, PDADMAC remains

on the bilayer, even when rinsing with polycation-free buffer over more than eight hours.

As PDADMAC features the highest molecular weight of the polycations studied, molecular

weight and the possibility of loop formation are likely to be an important determinant of

the degree of binding reversibility, even counter ion binding to the quaternary ammonium
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groups favors charge neutrality. Further work is needed to assess the integrity of the bilayer

after the addition of PDADMAC when compared to the other polycations surveyed so as

to shed light on whether the bilayer structure is significantly perturbed.
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Figure 4.7. Normalized SHG E-field as a function of positive charge for
PDADMAC400, PDADMAC100, PLL, PLR, and PVAm. The concentration
of positive charge was determined by multiplying the number of repeat units
of each respective polycation by the concentration of the polycation added
to the 9:1 DMPC: DMPG bilayer. Adapted from ref. 64 by permission of
the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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Figure 4.8. Reversibility of adsorption of 50 nM PDADMAC400 (dark pur-
ple), 50 nM PDADMAC100 (light purple), 500 nM PLL (green), 500 nM
PLR (red), and 50 nM PVAm (teal) to a bilayer formed from a 9:1 mix-
ture of DMPC: DMPG lipids. The chosen concentrations represent high
surface coverage as determined from their respective adsorption isotherms.
At t = 43 min, the polycation solutions are introduced to the bilayer and
left to equilibrate until t = 112 min, where the bilayer is then rinsed with
polycation-free buffer solution (10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, at pH 7.4).
Adapted from ref. 64 by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry
(RSC) from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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4.10. Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, this review provided mechanistic insight on the interaction of several

polycations and peptides with supported bilayer membranes prepared from several differ-

ent lipids. Large polycations such as PDADMAC and PVAm were found to exhibit low

percent apparent ionization as opposed to the smaller peptides and polycations surveyed.

The low degree of apparent ionization is likely due to weak binding of these polycations to

the membrane surface, crowding, pKa shifts, counter ion compensation, and/or contact-

ion pair formation of a small number of their charged repeat units. Interfacial water struc-

ture at the PAH:membrane interface was studied at high PAH surface coverage, which

resulted in membrane dehydration and the displacement of water molecules by PAH. Ad-

ditional work is needed to determine the orientation of water molecules with the addition

of polycations to our bilayer system by using heterodyne-detected SHG (HD-SHG).33,65–67

This technique accesses the χ(2) and the potential-dependent χ(3) terms directly so as to

inform about the Stern and Diffuse Layers within the electrical double layer. Further-

more, real-time HD-SHG imaging holds the promise of providing 200 to 300 nm spatial

resolution at video frame rates while the EDL expands and compresses during peptide

or polycation adsorption. Moreover, the technique allows one to investigate whether dy-

namics in the Stern and the Diffuse Layers are concerted or decoupled from one another

so as to test the validity of Bragg–Williams approaches for describing lipid membranes.

The fundamental mechanisms underlying polycation:membrane interactions shed light

on the initial stages of membrane rupturing by processes such as dehydration. This mech-

anism, as evidenced by our work thus far, depends on the extent of polycation surface cov-

erage. Moreover, the extent of binding and the surface charge contribute to the expulsion
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of interfacial water molecules. This insight can be applied to the design of antimicrobials

as surrounding dehydration can result in cell death and changes to normal membrane

function. This process can be further optimized through predictive computer simulations

like the ones described here, or by thermodynamic and electrostatic measurements that

are coupled to polycation synthesis capabilities. Hydrophilic polycations are just as vital

to study as those that are hydrophobic in order to make advancements in biocidal materi-

als. Future work, therefore, may be extended to include polycations with varying degrees

of hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity.

Integration of computer simulation and experimental work is crucial for a quan-

titative understanding of the SHG/SFG spectra and their molecular level interpreta-

tion regarding peptide/polycation-membrane interactions. Along this line, we note that

while numerous studies have been conducted to compute SFG spectra for various in-

terfaces (e.g., air/water and membrane/water),40,68 the number of SHG simulations for

solid/water or membrane/water interfaces is modest.69 Moreover, most atomistic simula-

tions for polycation/peptide-membrane focused on rather short oligomers, with the degree

of polymerization in the range of 10–30.37,70 With further improvement in the accuracy

of computational models and algorithms for sampling the conformational and titration

states of peptides, oligomers, and polymers at membrane/water interfaces,71 as well as the

development of more sophisticated theoretical models for soft matter interfaces,72,73 sensi-

tive experimental measurements for membrane/polymer interactions, such as SHG/SFG

reviewed herein, will be understood at a more quantitative level, enabling the design of

novel biocidal materials with molecular level of precision.
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4.11. Future Work: Gramicidin A (gA) containing Supported Lipid Bilayers

(SLBs)

In this chapter, we focused on studying the addition of peptides and polycations to

the surface of supported lipid bilayers (SLBs). Through simulations, it was apparent that

peptides such as Arg8 and Lys8 interact with the bilayer through different mechanisms

with Arg8 inserting more deeply into the bilayer surface. To further build on this work, the

linear antibiotic peptide, gramicidin A (gA) (15 amino acids in length),74,75 is considered

for future experiments. This peptide integrates into the lipid membrane and forms ion

channels. Studying this peptide will not only contribute to our existing knowledge of the

interactions of peptides with model membranes, but it will also allow for the increased

complexity of our idealized model membrane system.

Ion channels are essential to controlling the flux of ions across a membrane in a very

specific manner. The channels formed by gramicidin A are selective to monovalent cations

such as Na+ and K+.74,75 In our previous study, we have seen that an increase in the

concentration of negatively charged lipids in the SLBs (10 mol % to 20 mol % PG lipids)

leads to a decrease in the sum frequency signal intensity at ∼3,100 cm–1.52 This was likely

due to the small (yet significant) decrease in water molecules surrounding the adjacent

lipid headgroups. Therefore, it is clear that changes to the SLB composition can result

in changes to the associated hydrogen-bonding network.

With the integration of gramicidin A, it is likely that the respective hydrogen-bonding

network will also change when compared to the pure bilayer. The tryptophan side chains

from the gramicidin A residues hydrogen-bond with the lipid head groups to orient the C-

terminus of the gramicidin A helix towards the bilayer surface and the N-terminus towards
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the bilayer interior.74 Therefore, integrating gramicidin A into the membrane can impact

the orientation (and packing) of adjacent lipids, and thus, may result in differences in

hydrogen-bonding. It would then be interesting to determine how monovalent vs. divalent

cation salts (NaCl vs. CaCl2) effect the water structure as the ion channels formed by

gramicidin A interact primarily with monovalent cations.

In the literature, gramicidin A integrated bilayers have been formed successfully. One

study used SFG spectroscopy to determine the role of gramicidin A in lipid flip-flop.76

Here, the membranes integrated with gramicidin A were formed using the Langmuir–

Blodgett/Langmuir–Schaefer (LB/LS) method. The incorporation of gramicidin A in

the lipid membranes was then confirmed using attenuated total reflection Fourier trans-

form infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Therefore, by using existing preparation and

characterization methods, these membranes can be formed and tuned depending on the

experiments.
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CHAPTER 5

Beyond Fresnel Factors: Probing the Interfacial Water

Structure at Nickel:Nickel:Oxide:Water Interfaces with Sum

Frequency Generation (SFG) Spectroscopy

Portions of this chapter are part of the following manuscript, in preparation:

Dalchand, N.; Xi, S.; Gururangan, K.; Walker, C.E.; Ly, C.; Lozier, E.H.; and Geiger,

F.M. Beyond Fresnel Factors: Probing the Interfacial Water Structure at

Nickel:Nickel:Oxide:Water Interfaces with Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)

Spectroscopy. 2021.

In Prep.
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5.1. Introduction

When exposed to air, nanoscale metal thin films composed of Earth abundant met-

als form an oxide overlayer that exhibits complex electronic properties when in contact

with water due to the interfacial charged species that exist therein.1,2 Recently, nanolayer

thin films composed of metals such as Fe, V, and Ni have been found to produce elec-

trical current due to intraoxide electron transfer controlled by the motion of ionic water

droplets.3 Therefore, investigating interactions at the metal-water interface is crucial to

our understanding of a wide variety of emerging technological devices traversing the fields

of energy, electrochemistry, and catalysis.4–6

Previous interface specific studies have been conducted on similar metallic interfacial

systems using sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. This technique is interface

selective as second-order nonlinear processes are forbidden under the electron dipole ap-

proximation in media with inversion symmetry, i.e., in the bulk.7,8 The sum frequency

intensity is proportional to the square modulus of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility

tensor χ
(2)
eff by the relationships shown in Equation 5.1.9–13

(5.1.1) ISFG(ωSFG) ∝ |χ(2)
eff |2IVIS(ωVIS)IIR(ωIR)

(5.1.2) χ
(2)
eff = χ

(2)
NR + χ

(2)
surface +

κ√
κ2 + (∆kz)2

ei arctan(∆kz
κ )Φ(0)χ(3)

Here, κ is the inverse Debye screening length, ∆kz is the inverse coherence length of the

sum frequency process, and Φ(0) is the interfacial potential. As denoted by Equation

5.1.2, χ
(2)
eff includes both the resonant (χ

(2)
surface) and nonresonant contributions (χ

(2)
NR) from
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the system. The nonresonant contributions are spectrally broad; they are present in

metals such as gold and silver due to the electronic states present therein.14–16 These

contributions can amplify weak resonant signal in heterodyne detection, but they can

also overwhelm resonant contributions in other systems.17 The overwhelming nonresonant

contributions from the metal-water interface was previously studied for Au, Ti, and ITO

in the work of Backus et. al.18 Probing such interfaces was not only difficult due to the

electronic nonresonance of the metals and metal-oxides used, but also due to lineshape

contributions dominated by Fresnel factors. Significant progress has, nonetheless been

made in probing the metal-water interface as the work of Tong et. al more recently reported

the hydrophobic nature of water at the gold electrode-water interface using a home-

built spectroelectrochemical cell, in which the IR and visible beams contact the electrode

through a thin water layer.19 In this work, they were able to elucidate a peak at 3,680 cm–1

that they observed as the weakly bound water molecules due to the successful transmission

of a significant amount of IR light through the thin water layer at frequencies above

3,600 cm–1. However, probing the extensive hydrogen-bonding network at frequencies in

the range of 3,000 – 3,600 cm–1 was still challenging as IR light was absorbed by the

external thin water layer in this regime. These studies detail the many challenges in

monitoring the interfacial hydrogen-bond network over metals. Studying the metal-water

interface has been of scientific interest because of the nature of conductive materials that

allows for direct control over the interfacial potential at a given aqueous interface. This

would further contribute to our understanding of the electrochemical behavior at material

interfaces such as to further optimize their design for projected consumer use.
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In an effort to maximize the resonant water response from our metal films, we collected

our spectra using PPP-polarization (p-polarized SFG, p-polarized visible light, and p-

polarized IR light) as much previous work has reported on maximum sum frequency

signal from molecules at metal surfaces when using this polarization combination due to

the orthogonal orientation of the transition dipole to the metal surface.19 We have also

used nickel as the metal of choice for these experiments, whose nonresonant response

is smaller than that for gold. Baker et. al has shown the signal measured on a 45 nm

nickel film to be less than 1% of that measured on gold due to the lack of a surface

plasmon resonance (SPR) supported by the nickel film.20 Furthermore, to ensure that a

significant amount of IR penetrates through the metal and contacts the water molecules,

the absorption of the thin films were measured and found to be significantly different

between films that differed in thickness by as little as 1 nm.

Our SFG set-up was tuned such that no burning was seen on these films and con-

trol experiments regarding our calcium fluoride (CaF2) substrate were carried out and

resulted in no sum frequency intensity likely due to the attenuation of our optical set-up

(low IR power and loose visible focus). Lastly, due to the ability of the nickel nanolay-

ers to convert mechanical to electrical energy when in contact with ionic solutions, the

projected use of these materials would be in oceans and groundwater ecosystems. There-

fore, we assessed the effect of introducing salt to the hydrogen-bonding network above

the nickel:nickel:oxide surface at two relevant pH’s, pH 8.5 (ocean water) and pH 5.8

(groundwater). Here, we find some evidence of a weaker hydrogen-bonding network due

to a higher pH. Little change is seen with the addition of 100 mM NaCl.
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5.2. Methods

5.2.1. Metal Nickel Layer Preparation and Characterization

Nickel nanolayers described in this work were prepared with HHV ATS-500 physical va-

por deposition system. Prior to deposition, 3 mm thick IR grade CaF2 windows (ISP

Optics) were sonicated in methanol and then DI water for 12 minutes each and placed

into an O2 plasma cleaner (Harrick) for 10 minutes on the highest power. Standard pu-

rity nickel evaporation pellets (Kurt J. Lesker, Co.) were packed into their appropriate

crucible liners (Kurt J. Lesker, Co.) and placed in the source turret inside the deposition

chamber. The chamber was evacuated until the pressure reached a base pressure of 6 ×

10–6 mbar (optimal vacuum for different metals will vary, please refer metals’ evapora-

tion temperature under different pressures). Once the appropriate vacuum was obtained,

the nickel source was bombarded with an electron beam with power corresponding to at

least 0.5 nm/sec evaporation rate. The film thicknesses were determined in situ with a

quartz crystal microbalance and post-deposition with a variable-angle spectroscopic el-

lipsometer (J.A. Woollam M2000U). To determine film uniformity, the Hitachi S4800-II

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used. The images were taken at three different

magnifications (110×, 450×, and 3,000×) with an incident electron energy of 10 keV.

5.2.2. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

An analysis of nickel films–to gauge surface and subsurface composition-was performed

on a Thermo Scientific ESCALAB 250Xi spectrometer equipped with an electron flood

gun and a scanning ion gun. To start, three narrow scans were executed for each element

of interest at the film’s surface with a pass energy of 50 eV, a dwell time of 50 ms, and
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an energy step size of 0.1 eV, then averaged to yield a final spectrum. To access a film’s

subsurface, the ion gun was run at 2000 eV for a 5 s etch cycle and a raster size of 2.00

mm, after which the same set of narrow scans were performed as for the film’s surface. All

analyses were run using a XR6 monochromated X-ray source (500 µM) with an aluminum

anode.

5.2.3. Contact Angle Measurements

To monitor any changes in hydrophilicity of the nickel films over time, contact angle

measurements were taken using an FTA125 goniometer. The contact angles were taken

on nickel films that were prepared on clean 3 in. by 1 in. glass microscope slides. Using

glass slides as the substrate in these experiments allowed for multiple contact angles

to be taken across a single sample as the surface area is much larger than that of the

CaF2 substrate. The glass slides were cleaned by placing them in a Nochromix (glass

cleaner)/sulfuric acid solution for 1 hr. The slides were then sonicated in methanol for 6

mins and water for 6 mins as well. Finally, the slides were dried with N2 and placed in

an O2 plasma cleaner for 30 s.

The nickel nanolayers were then deposited on the glass slides as detailed in section

IIA. Right after deposition, the contact angle of one of the nickel deposited glass slides

was taken using the goniometer and represents the hydrophilicity of the film at time 0.

A set of films from the same deposition were then left exposed to the ambient laboratory

environment and the contact angle of each film was taken at a different timepoint, with

the whole set taken in 3 weeks.
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To measure the contact angle, a single droplet was formed on the tip of a glass syringe.

The droplet was then released on the film surface and a camera was used to take a snapshot

of the curvature of the droplet on the film. The software automatically identified the

angle between where the droplet contacts the surface and the apex of the droplet. For

hydrophilic surfaces with contact angles < 20◦, the software often has difficulties with

identifying the droplet apex. Therefore, the angle was manually determined. Each droplet

was captured for 41 images.

5.2.4. Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy

Details of our SFG set-up have been previously reported.10,21 Briefly, a Ti: sapphire laser

system (Solstice, 795 nm pulses, 3 mJ/pulse, 1 kHz repetition rate, 120 fs pulse duration)

was used to pump an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS) to produce a tunable IR

beam. The IR beam was tuned to the C–H and O–H stretching regions (2,800–3,800

cm–1). The IR and visible beam overlapped at the sample stage with incident angles

of 64◦ and 47◦ respectively. To avoid burning of our 3–4 nm nickel nanolayers, the IR

power was reduced to ∼4.5 µJ and the visible beam (∼1.5 µJ) was loosely focused to

an approximate diameter of ∼1–2 mm.22 All spectra were taken in PPP-polarization (p-

polarized SFG, p-polarized visible light, and p-polarized IR light) and in internal reflection

geometry. A schematic of our three-layer system composed of CaF2, nickel(-oxide), and

an aqueous solution (H2O or D2O) is shown in Figure 5.1. Contributions from both the

CaF2-nickel(-oxide) (interface I) and nickel(-oxide)-H2O (interface II) are considered and

detailed explicitly in Section 5.2.6. Due to low signal-to-noise, the spectra were acquired

for 40–60 minutes with no visible signs of burning. To determine that IR light was not
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completely absorbed by the metal nanolayer, transmission spectra were taken between

our region of interest (2,800–3,800 cm–1) using the Thermo Nicolet iS50 spectrometer for

the nickel nanolayers on CaF2.

Figure 5.1. Side view (left) of the experimental geometry and a zoom-in
(right) on the 3-layered CaF2/nickel:water interface. Dark blue and dark
grey represent the water layer and the metal:metal:oxide layer.

5.2.5. Flow Experiments

Flow experiments were done in a custom-built Teflon flow cell, in which D2O (Sigma

Aldrich, 151882) was flowed prior to Millipore H2O (18.2 MΩ cm) to correct for the

frequency-dependent IR profile of the nickel:H2O spectra. This method has been used

previously in the literature. Acqueous salt solutiosn (100 mM) were then introduced into

the flow cell after Millipore H2O; the flow rate was ∼2 mL/min. The aqueous solutions

were equilibrated in ambient air to pH 5.8 and adjusted to pH 8.5 using small quantities

of NaOH depending on the experiment. The pD was also adjusted to 5.8 and 8.5 using

dilute quantitites of NaOD (Sigma Aldrich, 164488) or DCl (Sigma Adlrich, 543047)
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also depending on the experiment. A convntional glass electrode pH meter was used to

measure both pH and pD. The pD was corrected according to the Gross–Butler–Purlee

theory: pD = pH + 0.44.23–25

5.2.6. Fresnel Factor Theory and Calculations

SFG intensity is proportional to the square modulus of χ
(2)
eff as shown by Equation 5.1.1.

Of the 27 tensor elements of χ
(2)
eff , 7 are non-zero due to symmetry constraints. They

can be accessed by the polarization combinations SSP, SPS, PSS, and PPP (beam order:

SFG-VIS-IR). Past studies have shown that SFG intensity from the metal(-oxide)/water

interface to be the greatest under PPP-polarization combinations.26 This is in accordance

with our experimental observation that spectra obtained under PPP is much higher in

intensity and lower in noise than those under SSP. For this reason, experiments and

simulations are carried out and compared under PPP-polarization. There are 4 tensor

elements associated with PPP-polarization, χ
(2)
xxz, χ

(2)
xzx, χ

(2)
zxx, and χ

(2)
zzz as shown in Equation

5.2.1.27,28 Although we are unable to calculate the exact value of χ
(2)
eff due to the inability

to calculate the aforementioned individual tensor elements, we are able to determine

the magnitudes of the scalar quantities they are multiplied by according to Equations

5.2.2–5.2.5. Even then, the relative magnitude of each term in Equation 5.2.1 can differ

significantly depending on the values to each tensor element. Therefore, we compare

the spectral lineshapes from our calculations of 5.2.2–5.2.5 to our experimental data to

determine the major contributing tensor elements.

(5.2.1) χ
(2)
eff,ppp = Aχ(2)

zzz −Bχ(2)
xxz + Cχ(2)

zxx −Dχ(2)
xzx
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where the scalars in front of the tensor elements are given by:

A = Lzz(ωSFG)Lzz(ωVIS)Lzz(ωIR) sin θSFG sin θVIS sin θIR(5.2.2)

B = Lxx(ωSFG)Lxx(ωVIS)Lzz(ωIR) cos θSFG cos θVIS sin θIR(5.2.3)

C = Lzz(ωSFG)Lxx(ωVIS)Lxx(ωIR) sin θSFG cos θVIS cos θIR(5.2.4)

D = Lxx(ωSFG)Lzz(ωVIS)Lxx(ωIR) cos θSFG sin θVIS cos θIR(5.2.5)

The expressions for the Fresnel factor (L) calculations are written in detail in Chapter

2. Briefly, L
(I)
xx and L

(I)
zz are calculated for interface I (CaF2-nickel(-oxide)) and L

(II)
xx

and L
(II)
zz are calculated for interface II ((nickel(-oxide)-water).18 The calculation of the

Fresnel Factors for both interface I and interface II rely on the refractive indices for all

three media in our three-layer system (CaF2, nickel, and water). These calculations were

also done for D2O as the third medium (instead of water) to minimize the contribution

from the interfacial –OH resonance response within our frequency range of interest and

serve as a reference to the later experiments involving water. The ratios of H2O spectra

and D2O spectra are then taken for both interface I and interface II to show the change

due to the resonant response of water molecules at the interface. These calculations are

shown in Figure 5.5 with comparison to our experimental results.

5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1. Hydrophobicity of Nickel Nanolayers Increases Over Time

Contact angle measurements were done to determine the hydrophilicity of the nickel

nanolayers as this parameter could be crucial to the hydrogen-bonding of water molecules
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at the interface. Through initial contact angle measurements of nickel films taken at

different times after deposition, we found there was a change in the hydrophilicity of the

nickel nanolayers, therefore, we conducted experiments assessing the contact angle of the

thin films over time when the film was exposed to ambient laboratory air. As shown in

Figure 5.2a, the contact angle over time for the 5 nm nickel films is shown to increase from

∼10◦ to ∼60◦ over time. This increase in contact angle over time is specific to the nickel

nanolayer as glass slides taken in the same range show minimal change. This suggests an

increase in the hydrophobic character of the nickel nanolayers over time which tails off

at 350 hrs (or 2 weeks). The increase in hydrophobicity is likely due to the presence of

adsorbed hydrocarbons from the ambient lab environment as was seen for films of TiO2 in

the literature.29 SFG spectra shown in Figure 5.2b further corroborates this hypothesis as

there is a pronounced peaks shown in the C–H stretching region at ∼2,940 cm–1after 24

hours of the film being exposed to laboratory air. Plasma cleaning was not done to clean

the films due to the introduction of oxygen that could modify the film surface chemistry

and increase variability between samples.
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5.3.2. Nanolayer Characterization and Substrate Contribution Assessment

Before studying the interfacial water structure at the nickel nanolayer surface, the thin

films were characterized thoroughly. Figure 5.3a shows an SEM image of a pristine ∼5

nm nickel film. The film shows uniform coverage across the substrate in a field of view

comparable to that of the visible beam spot size. To ensure the visible and IR beams

could properly transmit through the metal films without being absorbed (or reflected),

we conducted transmission FTIR in conjunction with ellipsometry measurements. Fig-

ure 5.3b shows that the percent absorbance of the films increases with increasing film

thickness, which is expected. Less anticipated, was the degree at which the absorbance

changes upon the addition of each subsequent nanolayer. At thicknesses approaching 5

nm, this absorbance is ∼60%. At ∼4 nm, this absorbance decreases to ∼50% and at ∼2

nm, the absorbance decreases further to 40%. We note that, in our attempt to probe

the hydrogen-bonding network, the responses given by the thinner films (≤ 4 nm) yields

different lineshapes than those of thicker films (4 – 5 nm) as shown in Figure 5.4. The

lineshapes of the ≤ 4 nm films showcase a broad feature ∼3,200 cm–1 (discussed further in

Section 5.3.3.), whereas such a feature was not present for films ∼5 nm thick. We believe

this to be due to the higher absorption of the ∼5 nm nickel thin films. The response

from these films is likely due to the overwhelming contributions from the Fresnel factors

therein.

The FTIR measurements detail the thickness (≤ 4 nm) of the nickel nanolayers that

were used in the experiments shown in Sections 5.3.3. and 5.3.4. Due to the thin nature

of the films, we also acknowledged concerns of possible pores in the nanolayers. These

pores would allow for contributions of the underlying substrate (calcium fluoride (CaF2))
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to our sum frequency signal if present. Under visual inspection and SEM images, the

films are spread evenly across the substrate surface. A smaller field of view for SEM was

also taken for these thin films (∼30 µm) and they also do not show any signs of CaF2

pockets. However, XPS analysis notes the presence of metal fluorides on the sample sur-

face as shown by Figure 5.3c. Due to the presence of the fluorides on the surface, SFG

experiments were done on the plain calcium fluoride substrate under the same experimen-

tal considerations as how the nickel-water interface is probed (i.e., loosely focused visible

lens, low IR power, etc.). Figure 5.3d shows that at both pH 5.8 and pH 8.5 there is no

signal from our calcium fluoride substrate. As has been previously noted in the litera-

ture, the point of zero charge (PZC) of CaF2 is ∼pH 6.2.30,31 Here, there is low surface

charge which leads to little to no sum frequency response. Therefore, it is unsurprising

that there is no detectable signal at pH 5.8 for the CaF2-water interface. As the pH

continues to increase from the PZC, it is expected that there is an increase in the sum

frequency signal due to the subsequent reorientation of water molecules at the interface

due to electrostatic alignment. Here, however, we do not see any signal present at pH

8.5. We believe this is due to the low incoming IR power and loosely focused visible lens

which already yields a relatively low nonresonant response from the nickel film. Thus, due

to the minimal presence of signal from the CaF2-water interface we concluded that it is

not significantly contributing to the sum frequency response of the nickel-water interface

under the conditions of our experiment.
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Figure 5.2. Contact angles increase substantially over time for 5 nm nickel
films (green) when compared to plain glass slides (black) left out in am-
bient laboratory air (a) due to the presence of hydrocarbons. (b) SFG
spectroscopy is sensitive enough to detect the presence of hydrocarbons in
the span of 24 hours.
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Figure 5.3. The uniformity of the ∼5 nm nickel film is shown in (a) from
an SEM image where the field of view is the approximately the same as
the visible beam diameter. IR absorbance of films with thicknesses between
∼2–5 nanometers was taken using FTIR. The absorbance is shown to be
highest for films ∼5 nm at ∼60% (b). Due to the thin nature of the films,
it is possible the CaF2 substrate may interfere with the response from the
nickel:nickel:oxide:water interface. XPS reveals metal-fluorine bonds at the
sample surface (c). However, SFG spectroscopy of plain CaF2 at two dif-
ferent values of pH does not result in any signal. Therefore, it is likely the
SFG response we collect is not from the CaF2-water interface.
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Figure 5.4. Corresponding FTIR (recorded in % transmission), Ellipsom-
etry, and SFG spectra for films of different thicknesses. The thickest film
is shown in purple with the lowest % IR transmitted. The thinnest film is
shown in green and corresponds to the highest % transmittance of the films
shown in this data set.
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5.3.3. Fresnel Factor Contributions

As previously shown by Backus et. al, the metal:metal:oxide:water interface is particu-

larly challenging to probe due to the complication of Fresnel factors, which account for

the transmission and reflection of light at an interface. In their work, the experimental

sum frequency lineshapes showed a close resemblance to that of the simulated Fresnel

spectra under PPP-polarization. This indicates that the Fresnel coefficients from the

interface dominates the overall spectral response. Moreover, in their work, there were

nonresonant spectral features present between 3,000 – 3,400 cm–1 that can overwhelm

and complicate potential responses from interfacial water molecules. Therefore, in order

to probe interfacial water molecules beyond the Fresnel dominance at the interface, it

is important to choose a metal whose Fresnel contributions are featureless in the O–H

stretching region. We choose to base our analysis on computing the spectral coefficients

A-D (Equations 5.2.2 – 5.2.5) for the metal:metal:oxide:water interface and dividing them

by their corresponding metal:metal:oxide:D2O spectra. The latter interface serves as a

point of reference with no externally introduced O–H oscillators. As a result of the di-

vided spectra, we expected to see if a new feature had emerged resulting from the change

of experimental conditions (from D2O to H2O). The spectral coefficients are shown as

opposed to the sole spectra of the individual Fresnel coefficients due to their inclusion of

Fresnel contributions from the IR, VIS and SFG light. In order to efficiently simulate

a full PPP spectrum, the values of χ
(2,n)
xxz , χ

(2,n)
xzx , χ

(2,n)
zxx , and χ

(2,n)
zzz , need to be known as

shown by Equation 5.2.1. We acknowledge that these nonlinear second-order susceptibil-

ity tensors could be possibly evaluated using a host of different polarizations, however,

that is beyond the scope of this work but will be part of the ongoing work in our lab.
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In the following discussion, the spectral coefficients are from interface II, and their cor-

responding superscripts, n=II, as indicated by Equations 5.2.1 – 5.2.5 are omitted for

brevity. Although interface I is not the interface of interest, we note that its spectral

lineshapes can contribute to our sum frequency signal, therefore, calculations were also

done for interface I and are qualitatively similar to those from interface II as Figure 5.5

shows. From this we determined that interface I would not affect the following analysis.

As shown in Figure 5.5, two types of lineshapes emerge from the calculation of the

spectral coefficients. We see that the ratio of lineshapes of the spectral coefficients A and

D have similar spectral features as both are dominated by the contribution from Lzz(ωIR).

This value changes with variable input IR frequencies throughout the experiment. We

also see that spectral coefficients B and C share similar features due to the dominance of

Lxx(ωIR). It is important to note that when nickel is chosen to be the reflective layer, in

the region of 3,000 – 3,400 cm–1 where interfacial water molecules vibrate, all four divided

spectra of A, B, C, and D show a flat and featureless zone. This simulation indicates the

Fresnel contribution to the triple layer system when nickel is in use will not overwhelm

interfacial water response, making nickel-based triple layer system an ideal platform for

investigating interfacial water without the complication from Fresnel factors.

Indeed, when compared to our experiment results as shown in grey in Figure 5.5,

regions outside of the 3,000 – 3,400 cm–1 zone resembles strongly with the simulated

spectral coefficient spectra for Figures 5.5b and 5.5c. Namely, the shoulder at ∼3,500

– 3,600 cm–1 and the region between 3,650 and 3,800 cm–1 both persists regardless of

experimental conditions, clearly indicating their origin from the Fresnel factors from the

nickel:nickel:oxide:water interface. Therefore, studying the “dangling” O–H groups which
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occur at 3,600 cm–1 and beyond is convoluted within our set-up. We note that this region

would have been of interest to study as the films increase in hydrophobicity overtime,

however, in the region we can probe, we note the presence of a peak at ∼3,200 cm–1 in our

experimental data as shown by Figures 5.5b and 5.5c, indicating the presence of a tightly

knit hydrogen-bonding network21,32 at a pH 5.8. In the literature it was recently shown

that as the number of graphene monolayers increases from 1 to 6, the graphene samples

become more hydrophobic.33 SFG spectra taken for each layer results in a peak at ∼3,200

cm–1. Here, the bonding of F- atoms of CaF2 and H atoms of interfacial water molecules

is presented as a rationale for this peak. Although possible in our experiments due to the

F- ions at the surface shown by XPS (Figure 5.3c), it is unlikely due to the lack of signal

intensity from the plain CaF2 substrates detailed in Figure 5.3d. This suggests the peak

at ∼3,200 cm–1 stems from hydrogen-bonding between interfacial water molecules and

surface hydroxyl groups from the NiO overlayer. Spectra for the nickel films have been

taken within days, weeks, and months using the same film resulting in the same feature at

∼3,200 cm–1 (with variable intensities each time). As with the increased hydrophobicity

of graphene, it is likely the presence of a tightly bound hydrogen-bonding network is

independent of whether the surface is hydrophilic or hydrophobic.

In the study mentioned above, a peak at ∼3600 cm–1 is also resolved and correlates

with the increased hydrophobicity of the films.33 This peak results in dangling O–H bonds

which is often a result of hydrophobic surfaces. For our studies, features around ∼3,600

cm–1 are subject to interference with the peak resulting from Fresnel factors. Therefore,

although it is likely that the increased hydrophobicity of the films results in a change to
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the interfacial hydrogen-bonding network, it is possible that we cannot probe this due to

Fresnel factors.

Figure 5.5. Calculations of the spectral coefficients represented by Equa-
tions 5.2.2–5.2.5 are shown with comparison to experimental results for
the interaction of water with a Ni:NiOx film. Interface I is denoted by the

dashed lines in each respective plot. Interface II is shown by the solid (χ
(2)
water

> χ
(2)
Ni ) and dotted (χ

(2)
Ni > χ

(2)
water) lines. The representative experimental

SFG spectrum here (grey) is taken in PPP-polarization.
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5.3.4. pH and Ionic Strength Effects on Nickel Nanolayers

To understand the nickel:nickel:oxide:water interface at more complex and realistic en-

vironments, our triple layer system was investigated at two different pH’s and at two

different ionic strength conditions of 0 mM and 100 mM NaCl. Due to their promis-

ing ability to produce electricity in the presence of a salinity gradient, these nanolayers

have the potential to be implemented in oceans and other environments as an alterna-

tive energy source. The two pH’s used here, pH 5.8 and pH 8.5, exemplify conditions of

rainwater and ocean water respectively. The XPS and SFG results in the left column of

Figure 5.6(a, c, and e) are results from a majority of the films sampled. The XPS results

in Figure 5.6a show the presence of nickel metal (subsurface) underneath the NiO layer

at the surface (which was detected but not shown here).34 After the addition of 100 mM

NaCl, there is no change to the interfacial hydrogen-bonding network at both pH 5.8 and

8.5. However, changes in pH does seem to result in some small, yet significant changes.

The lineshapes for experiments done at pH 5.8 are more defined, whereas those at pH 8.5

are more broad and seemingly less intense. The PZC of Ni and NiO is somewhat variable

in the literature, but has been found to be somewhere between pH 8–11.35 Due to pH 8.5

being closer to the PZC, it is likely the surface is less charged, therefore, decreasing the

electrostatic alignment of the interfacial water molecules. The difference due to pH also

results in a slight shift in wavenumber, where, on average, the peak shifts to a slightly

higher frequency with those at a pH of 5.8 ∼3,200 – 3,300 cm–1 and those at a pH of 8.5

∼3,300 – 3,400 cm–1. This is also likely due to pH 8.5 being close to the PZC of Ni and

NiO. This would again likely result in weak ordering of the interfacial water molecules.
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The right column of Figure 5.6 (b, d, and f) shows the data set from the oldest film

sampled that was introduced to several rounds of water containing 100 mM NaCl. There

is a striking different between the XPS spectrum shown in Figure 5.6a and 5.6b, where

the XPS spectrum of the subsurface composition of the older nickel film results in an

XPS spectrum of NiO. Therefore, it is likely that the film used for the experiments in

the right column had oxidized significantly more than any of the films likely due to the

film age and a higher exposure to water and salt than any of the other films. The small

spectral changes due to pH were found to be the same as those previously mentioned

for the majority of films. However, for both pH 8.5 ad 5.8 there is an increase in signal

intensity with the addition of 100 mM NaCl, with the increase being more intense for

the case of pH 8.5. As mentioned, the presence of fluorine atoms was determined at the

surface for these nickel films (Figure 5.3c). In one study, the dissolution of F- atoms

in the presence of NaCl at pH 6 (close to CaF2 PZC) was found to enhance the CaF2

surface charge due to exposed Ca2+ sites. At pH 5.8, the nickel surface is also expected to

be positively charged, and although there is screening due to the Cl- anions, the surface

potential can outweigh the amount of available adsorbates resulting in the slight increase

shown by Figure 5.6d. At pH 8.5, the increase is larger as shown by Figure 5.6f. At this

pH, the surface should be uncharged. However, due to the projected large amounts of

hydrocarbons at the surface of an old, heavily used film, it is likely that an accumulation of

Cl- anions could occur at the interface as was seen for water interacting with hydrophobic

materials such as octadecylsilane (OTS).36 Future work focusing on monitoring film age

and NiO composition after each experimental use should be done to further corroborate
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these experiments, however, this insight has proven to be a powerful stepping-stone for

an interface that was previously inaccessible.
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Figure 5.6. The subsurface XPS data reveals differences in a nickel film (a)
that has been prepared more recently and exposed to less salt water than
a film in (b). SFG spectra are binned during the acquisitions and taken
in PPP-polarization. Films exposed to water and subsequently 100 mM
NaCl at pH 5.8 and 8.5 are shown for a new film (c and e respectively)
and an older film that has been introduced to salt several times (d and f
respectively).
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5.4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the current work determined there to be in an increase in hydrophobicity

of the nickel nanolayers over time due to their ability to readily absorb hydrocarbons in

ambient laboratory air. Nickel films that were≤ 4 nm thick were used for SFG experiments

due to their ability to transmit a significant amount of IR light. This was key in obtaining a

spectrum for the hydrogen-bonding network for our set-up in internal reflection geometry.

The presence of a peak due to Fresnel factors between 3,600 cm–1 and 3,800 cm–1 limited

our ability to probe the dangling –OH bonds which are often present for hydrophobic

surfaces. Instead, we monitored changes to the region between 3,100 cm–1 to 3,600 cm–1

at both pH 5.8 and 8.5 and determined there to be a peak shift from ∼3,200 – 3,300 cm–1

at pH 5.8 to ∼3,300 – 3,400 cm–1 at pH 8.5. This is likely due to the low surface charge,

therefore, lack of electrostatic alignment around the PZC for Ni and NiO. For an older

film that, unlike the majority of nickel films, showed the presence of NiO instead of Ni

metal after surface etching, there was an increase in the peak intensity (∼3,200 – 3,300

cm–1 at pH 5.8 and ∼3,300 – 3,400 cm–1 at pH 8.5) with the addition of 100 mM NaCl.

This was not seen for films with an XPS spectrum of subsurface Ni metal. The increase

for pH 5.8 could be the result of F- dissolution from CaF2; for pH 8.5, the increase could

be the result of Cl- anion accumulation at the interface.

These experiments have laid the groundwork for future studies of metal:metal:oxide

interfaces. As mentioned, it is possible that the subsequent experiments introducing salt

and different pH’s to the metal films can corrode and further oxidize them. Therefore,

to focus on the metal film’s electrochemical abilities without further modifying the film’s

surface chemistry, applying an external potential could be considered as a potential next
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step. Lastly, heterodyned-detected second harmonic generation (HD-SHG) spectroscopy

in conjunction with static potential measurements could be done in order to directly

quantify the surface potential without fitting to models such as the Gouy–Chapman. This

technique provides insight into the phase of the second harmonic response which could

disentangle contributions from χ(2), and χ(3). Isolation of χ(3) would then, therefore, allow

for the direct potential measurements mentioned above.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary and Future Work: Investigating the Presence of

Surface Hydroxyl Groups on the Nickel Surface

6.1. Introduction to Chapter 6

As was detailed in Chapter 5, in internal reflection geometry, the nickel nanolayers

need to be < 5 nm in order to transmit sufficient IR through the film for our experiments.

In this geometry, insight on the dangling –OH bonds was not feasible due to interference

from Fresnel factors. Therefore, to obtain insight on thicker films (∼10 nm) and to

understand the structure of the surface hydroxyl groups on the native oxide, experiments

were also carried out in external geometry. Here, liquid water was not introduced into the

system as water is a strong IR absorber. Instead, water vapor at ∼90% relative humidity

(RH) was introduced to determine whether there was any discernible interaction between

the NiOx overlayer and water layers formed at high RH. A dry condition (0% RH) was

also recorded for comparison.

6.2. Background

The corrosion and dissolution of wet metal surfaces is often connected with the pres-

ence of surface hydroxyl groups in the native metal oxide that forms spontaneously on

the metal surface. The costliness of corrosion has led to many efforts in studying poly-

mers and self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as coatings to protect the underlying metal
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without compromising its function.1–3 Atmospheric corrosion has been noted as the most

expensive type of corrosion as moisture in the air and ligand exchange can stimulate disso-

lution.4 In ambient air, the metal surface can be covered in multilayers of water which can

modify the metal surface composition and structure. It was shown that on an α-Al2O3

surface at 80% relative humidity (RH), the surface was covered with ∼8 monolayers of

water at 300 K.5

In the literature, work has been done to elucidate surface hydroxyl groups from both

metals and mineral oxides using sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy.4,6–9 One

study was successful in probing these surface hydroxyl groups on a zinc surface, doing

so at ∼90% RH. In this work, ligand exchange between the surface hydroxyl groups and

formate ligand (from the introduction of formic acid into the system) was also monitored

successfully.4 To this end, we are interested in analyzing the nickel oxide overlayer of

∼10 nm nickel films to learn more about the species of hydroxyl groups that exist therein.

The peaks between 3,600 cm–1 and 3,700 cm–1 are compared to literature values of surface

hydroxyl groups found in single-crystal NiO.

6.3. Methods

6.3.1. Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) Spectroscopy

Details of the laser system are mentioned in Chapters 3 and 5. As mentioned in Chapter

5, thin films of nickel are subject to burning at high IR powers (> 5 µJ). They can also

burn when exposed to a tightly focused visible beam.10,11 Here, ∼10 nm films are used

and are prone to the same issues of burning as shown by Figure 6.1. Therefore, the visible

beam was again loosely focused. A quick measurement (using a ruler and white card)
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of the beam diameter found it to be ∼4 mm. To ensure there were no distortions in

the spectral features obtained from these measurements, the IR beam was moved across

the spot, from points 1 to 5 as shown in Figure 6.2. In the figure, the best overlap

between the visible and IR beams occurs at point 3. Here, we also obtain the highest

sum frequency signal from point 3. As you move away from the best overlap, the signal

begins to decrease, which is expected. In each spectrum, there is a peak at ∼2,950 cm–1

(above the nonresonant nickel response) which is due to hydrocarbons from the natural

lab environment (mentioned in Chapter 5 as well). The signal intensity of this peak is

strongest at point 3, which is again expected as the overlap between the visible and IR

beams is the best here. The presence of this feature at each point suggests there are no

distortions due to the larger beam diameter. If the overlap is slightly off-center, we would

still expect the same features to persist, without any new, unanticipated features also

present. In Chapter 5, other control experiments were done for the ∼5 nm nickel films

that showed the beam needed to be loosely focused but to a lesser degree (1–2 mm in

diameter). However, this experiment was important in acknowledging that even a visible

beam focused to ∼4 mm did not result in any distortions, therefore, this suggests the

more focused beam used in Chapter 5 also did not result in any distortions.

To showcase the clear changes in the peak at ∼2,950 cm–1, the spectra shown in Figure

6.2 were not normalized to gold. However, after gold normalization, the features of the

spectra remain the same regardless of overlap (just less intense for the spectra taken when

the overlap was on the edge of the visible beam). The SFG spectra shown in the results

section of this chapter are shown with normalization to gold.12
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Along with the control experiment assessing any distortions due to the larger beam

size, another control experiment was also done to assess whether all the features at a high

visible power (2 µJ) could be resolved at intermediate (1 µJ) and low (0.5 µJ) powers.

This is also a precaution taken to prevent any burning of the films during long acquisition

times. Figure 6.3 shows representative spectra for a 10 nm nickel film taken in PPP-

polarization in air. The spectra taken at 1 µJ and 0.5 µJ replicate all the features present

in the 2 µJ spectrum. Therefore, a power ∼1 µJ is used for all subsequent experiments.

The spectral features resolved in the spectra are further analyzed in the results section.
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Figure 6.1. The ∼10 nm nickel films burn when exposed to high IR powers
and tight visible focus as was mentioned for the ∼5 nm films in Chapter
5. The line between spots shows burning from simply moving the film from
one spot to another using the sample stage.
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Figure 6.2. The red dot shown here represents the loosely focused visible
beam with a diameter∼4 mm. The small transparent white circles represent
the IR beam moving across the spot from one edge to the other (from 1
to 5). The spectra taken in the C–H stretching region (1 DFG position)
with PPP-polarization corresponds to each respective overlap position and
is labeled for each position.
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Figure 6.3. A control experiment in which the visible power is tuned to
determine whether spectra taken at intermediate (1 µJ) and low (0.5 µJ)
visible powers resolve all spectral features from the case of high (2 µJ) visible
power.
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6.3.2. Flow Cell Set-Up

The features of the flow set-up have been previously reported and are briefly mentioned

here.13,14 As shown by Figure 6.4, a helium tank is connected to two paths. One path is

a dry path and the other is wet path. In the wet path, helium flows through a bubbler

containing ∼10 mL of water to carry the water vapor to the sample cell. For high RH

conditions, the wet path is solely used. For the ∼0% RH condition, the dry path is used.

The RH of the laboratory space is usually ∼40%, therefore helium is introduced to get

it to 0% RH. The flow rates are controlled by mass flow controllers (MFCs) which detail

the flow rate in SLPM (standard liter per minute).

6.3.3. Raman Microscopy

Raman spectra were taken using the Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution Confocal Raman

Microscope. The spectra were taken for two ranges, 200 – 1,000 cm–1 and 2,800 – 4,000

cm–1, using a 633 nm excitation wavelength with a 100x objective. For each film (10

nm nickel on CaF2), 5 spots were taken for each range. The spectra were taken for 2

accumulations of 30 s and baseline corrected using linear fitting methods.
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Figure 6.4. The above diagram details the flow-cell set-up used in the rel-
ative humidity experiments presented in this chapter. A helium tank is
connected to allow the flow of helium through a dry (left) and wet (right)
path. The flow rates are controlled with mass flow controllers (MFCs). Wa-
ter vapor (or dry helium) enters the sample cell through one piece of tubing
and exits through another. The RH sensor measures the RH of the sample
chamber in real time and is sealed tightly. The sample sits in the cell in
external geometry for the SFG experiments.
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6.4. Preliminary Results and Discussion

6.4.1. Attempts to Elucidate Surface Hydroxyl Groups

As external geometry is used in these experiments, transmission through the film was not

assessed as it was in Chapter 5. Here, Raman microscopy was used to characterize the

films. In Figure 6.5a, there are two noticeable features in the provided Raman spectrum.

The sharp feature ∼321 cm–1 is indicative of the CaF2 substrate that the films were

prepared on.15 There is also a much broader peak ∼525 cm–1 which represents the Ni–

O stretching mode.16,17 To assess the presence of any surface hydroxyl groups, Raman

spectra in the 2,800–4,000 cm–1 region were also collected. As Figure 6.5b shows, there

were no peaks resolved within this region. An excitation wavelength of 532 nm was also

used in an attempt to probe the presence of surface hydroxyl groups, however, no spectral

features were observed at this wavelength either. This data provides evidence to suggest

that Raman spectroscopy isn’t sensitive enough to elucidate surface hydroxyl groups on

metal films only ∼10 nm thick.

SFG spectroscopy, a surface-selective technique (Chapter 2),18–20 was then used in an

effort to probe the surface hydroxyl groups. Figure 6.6a shows spectra taken at 3 different

spots for a 10 nm nickel film in air. From the spectra, there are features shown within the

2,800 – 3,100 cm–1 regime, which, as mentioned, are indicative of the hydrocarbons from

the ambient laboratory air. There are then several distinctive features shown between

3,600 – 3,800 cm–1. This region is where we would expect to find peaks for surface

hydroxyl groups. Two small, reproducible peaks are seen at ∼3,640 cm–1 and ∼3,670

cm–1 as shown by Figure 6.6b. There is also a much broader feature ∼3,715 cm–1 as well.
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This feature may also be a combination of two peaks, however, it is not distinct enough

to separate. The multiple peaks in the spectrum may be related to the coordination of

the hydroxyl oxygen to a different number of metal atoms. In one study, three peaks

were found for surface hydroxyl groups of crystalline NiO using IR spectroscopy: 3,630

cm–1, 3,690 cm–1, and 3,735 cm–1.21 In another study, only a peak at 3,672 cm–1 was

elucidated from silica supported nickel salts.22 This peak was assigned to pure Ni(OH)2.

More information about the surface is needed in order to confidently assign the peaks in

the sum frequency spectra to specific surface hydroxyl groups.

6.4.2. Relative Humidity Trials

To gain insight on any hydrogen-bonding or changes to the surface hydroxyl group com-

position at 90% vs. 0% relative humidity (RH), SFG experiments were conducted. Some

preliminary results are shown in Figure 6.7 for both PPP- and SSP-polarizations. Unlike

the polycrystalline zinc surface, the nickel surface did not show any signs of hydrogen-

bonding as no new features were present between 3,100 cm–1 and 3,600 cm–1. Furthermore,

changes to the surface hydroxyl groups were also very minimal, with the spectra in Figure

6.7b showing a slight decrease in the peaks at ∼3,640 cm–1 and ∼3,670 cm–1 when going

from 0% to 97% RH. Other trials have also been done and primarily show changes (if

there are changes) to the peaks at ∼3,640 cm–1 and ∼3,670 cm–1. The peak at 3,715 cm–1

has typically remained unchanged. More experiments and characterization needs to be

done, however, in order to draw further conclusions.
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Figure 6.5. Representative Raman spectra of a ∼ 10 nm nickel film in the
regions of interest for (a) nickel oxide and (b) nickel hydroxides.
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Figure 6.6. Representative SFG spectra of a 10 nm nickel film (on CaF2)
taken in PPP-polarization at three different spots (a). The spots are aver-
aged and shown by the black trace in (a). It is enlarged in (b) to showcase
the 3 possible surface hydroxyl groups denoted by the blue dotted lines.
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Figure 6.7. Representative relative humidity experiments conducted in (a)
PPP- and (b) SSP-polarization.
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6.5. Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter provides a framework for the conditions and set-up involved with con-

ducting SFG experiments on thin metal nanolayers at different relative humidities. As

mentioned in the results section, more experiments need to be done to accurately iden-

tify the surface hydroxyl groups. Once the hydroxyl groups are identified, it would be

interesting to then compare them to those on an iron surface and also introduce organic

acids such as oxalic acid into the system. As mentioned in Chapter 5, nanolayer thin

films of nickel and iron can convert mechanical to electrical energy in the presence of a

salinity gradient,23 therefore, possible implementation can include oceans and coastal en-

vironments. Oxalic acid is one of many organic acids commonly found in soils.24 This acid

may contact the films and induce corrosion, therefore, it would be interesting to mech-

anistically understand how it interacts (if it interacts) with the metal surface hydroxyl

groups.
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APPENDIX A

Fresnel Coefficients for a Single Interface

In this appendix, we derive the Fresnel coefficients 2.3.9 – 2.3.11 that describe the

reflection and transmission of an incident beam of light off of a single interface. In this

section, we follow the discussion of Morita.1 We assume that the normal to the interface

points along the z-axis and the plane of incidence is the xz-plane. This situation is

shown in Figure A.1 with the adopted right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. In the

following derivations, we will make use the electrodynamic boundary conditions

E1,‖ − E2,‖ = 0(A.0.1)

H1,‖ −H2,‖ = Jsurf,

where Jsurf is the surface current density running across the interface and E1(2),‖ and

H1(2),‖ denotes the parallel, meaning the x- or y-, component of the electric or magnetic

field in medium 1(2), respectively. For perfect dielectrics, Jsurf = 0, and so we will only

enforce continuity of the parallel field components of E and H across the interface. We

will also need the relationship between the E and H fields within a particular medium.

From Maxwell’s equations, it can be derived that E =
√

ε
µ
H and n =

√
εµ, where ε = εrε0

is the dielectric permittivity, µ = µrµ0 is the magnetic permeability, and n is the index of

refraction. Using these relations, we have that H = n
µ
E. We will typically assume that µ

is the same for both materials so that H = nE. Furthermore, to rationalize the indicated
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direction of the H or E fields in the diagrams shown in Figure A.1, one should recall that

the direction of a travelling beam of light is given by the Poynting vector, S = E ×H.

Practically speaking, the direction of either the the E or H field will be fixed by choosing

either an s- or p-polarization of light. Thus, the direction of the remaining field should

be chose such that the direction of E×H coincides with the direction of propagation for

the beam of interest (e.g. incident, reflected, or transmitted).
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(a) Diagram of light reflection and transmission
off an interface for s-polarized light. Note that
the H field lies in the plane of incidence while
the E field is perpendicular.

(b) Diagram of light reflection and transmission
off an interface for p-polarized light. Note that
the E field lies in the plane of incidence while
the H field is perpendicular.

Figure A.1. Diagrams showing the geometries of light scattering off of an
interface for (a) s- and (b) p-polarized light. In both diagrams, the blue
represents the electric field and the red denotes the magnetic field. The
cross-hatched circle represents a field vector pointing into the page in the
−y-direction.
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A.1. Fresnel coefficients for s-polarization

For s-polarized light (transverse electric, or TE mode), the electric field will point

perpendicular to the xz-plane and the magnetic field will point be perpendicular to the

direction of propagation and lie within the xz-plane, as shown in Figure A.1a. Therefore,

the incident beam of light has the following field components:

(A.1.1) Es
inc = −EI ŷ

(A.1.2) Hs
inc = −HI cos θ1x̂ +HI sin θ1ẑ.

Meanwhile, the reflected beam is described by the fields

(A.1.3) Es
ref = −ERŷ

(A.1.4) Hs
ref = HR cos θ1x̂ +HR sin θ1ẑ

and the transmitted beam is characterized by the fields

(A.1.5) Es
trans = −ET ŷ

(A.1.6) Hs
trans = −HT cos θ2x̂ +HR sin θ2ẑ

Using the electrodynamic boundary conditions, we enforce continuity of the parallel,

meaning the x- or y-, components of each field across the interface. Therefore, we have
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the following two equations

(A.1.7) EI + ER = ET

(A.1.8) −HI cos θ1 +HR cos θ1 = −HT cos θ2.

Using the fact that H = nE, the magnetic field continuity condition can be rewritten as

(A.1.9) − n1EI cos θ1 + n1ER cos θ1 = −n2ET cos θ2.

To solve for the reflected field amplitude, ER, one can proceed by inserting equation A.1.7

into equation A.1.9 to obtain the Fresnel reflection coefficient,

−n1E1 cos θ1 + n1ER cos θ1 = −n2EI cos θ2 − n2ER cos θ2(A.1.10)

(n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2)ER = (n1 cos θ1 − n2 cos θ2)EI

rs12 =
ER
EI

=
n1 cos θ1 − n2 cos θ2

n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2

.

A similar calculation for the Fresnel transmission coefficient follows from substituting

ER = ET − EI , obtained from equation A.1.7, into A.1.9. This results in

−n1EI cos θ1 + n1ET cos θ1 − n1EI cos θ1 = −n2ET cos θ2(A.1.11)

(n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2)ET = 2n1 cos θ1EI

ts12 =
ET
ER

=
2n1 cos θ1

n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2

.
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A.2. Fresnel coefficients for p-polarization

For p-polarized light (transverse magnetic, or TM mode), the magnetic field will point

perpendicular to the xz-plane and the electric field will be perpendicular to the direction

of propagation and lie within the xz-plane, as indicated in Figure A.1b. In fact, by

comparing the diagrams in Figure A.1, it is clear that the Figure A.1b simply exchanges

the roles of the E and H fields relative to Figure A.1a. Therefore, the vector components

of of Ep have the same form as those for Hs and, similarly, the components of Hp adopt

the same structure as those of Es. Therefore, we may write that the incident beam is

(A.2.1) Ep
inc = −EI cos θ1x̂ + EI sin θ1ẑ

(A.2.2) Hp
inc = −HI ŷ,

the reflected beam is

(A.2.3) Ep
ref = ER cos θ1x̂ + ER sin θ1ẑ

(A.2.4) Hp
ref = −HRŷ,

and the transmitted beam is

(A.2.5) Ep
trans = −ET cos θ2x̂ + ER sin θ2ẑ

(A.2.6) Hp
trans = −HT ŷ.
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Again, imposing continuity of the parallel components of the fields across the interface

results in

(A.2.7) − EI cos θ1 + ER cos θ1 = −ET cos θ2.

(A.2.8) HI +HR = HT

and imposing H = nE changes equation A.2.8 into

(A.2.9) n1EI + n1ER = n2ET .

To solve for the Fresnel reflection coefficient, insert A.2.9 into A.2.7 and solve for ER in

terms of EI to obtain

−EI cos θ1 + ER cos θ1 = −n1

n2

EI cos θ2 −
n1

n2

ER cos θ2(A.2.10)

ER(n2 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2) = EI(n2 cos θ1 − n1 cos θ2)

rp12 =
ER
EI

=
n2 cos θ1 − n1 cos θ2

n2 cos θ1 + n1 cos θ2

.

To solve for the Fresnel transmission coefficient, insert substitute n1ER = n2ET − n1EI

from A.2.9 into A.2.7 to obtain

−EI cos θ1 +

(
n2

n1

ET − EI
)

cos θ1 = −ET cos θ2(A.2.11)

2n1 cos θ1EI = (n1 cos θ2 + n2 cos θ1)ET

tp12 =
ET
EI

=
2n1 cos θ1

n2 cos θ1 + n1 cos θ2

.
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A.3. Fresnel Local Field Factors

In the context of spectroscopy, we want not just the Fresnel coefficients, t12 and r12,

but we are interested in the transformation that maps the electric field in one medium

to the field in another. In particular, we want to find the linear transformation L such

that such that the field in medium j, E(j) is related to the field in medium i, E(i) in the

following form

(A.3.1)


E

(j)
x

E
(j)
y

E
(j)
z

 =


Lxx Lxy Lxz

Lyx Lyy Lyz

Lzx Lzy Lzz



E

(i)
x

E
(i)
y

E
(i)
z ,


where the matrix L is a symmetric (and typically diagonal) matrix. We can find the form

of the local field factors for the single interface system studied above. In particular, the

only field in medium 2 is the transmitted field, defined for s-polarization in Equation A.1.5

and for p-polarization in Equation A.2.5. The corresponding incident fields are given by

Equations A.1.1 and A.2.1 for s- and p-polarization, respectively. Thus, for s-polarization,

Equation A.3.1 reduces to a single equation for the only non-zero field component in the

y-direction

(A.3.2) ET = LsyyEI ,

where

(A.3.3) Lsyy = ts12
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from definition of ts12 in Equation A.1.12. The situation is less trivial for p-polarization.

In this case, we have two non-zero field components, x and z, related through Equation

A.3.1 as

(A.3.4)

−ET cos θ2

ET sin θ2

 =

Lpxx Lpxz

Lpzx Lpzz


−EI cos θ1

EI sin θ1

 .
We can see that Lpxz = Lpzx = 0 and the individual Lpxx and Lpzz are found, using the fact

that ET = tp12EI from Equation A.2.12, as

(A.3.5) Lpxx = tp12

cos θ2

cos θ1

(A.3.6) Lpzz = tp12

sin θ2

sin θ1

= tp12

n1

n2

,

where in the last equality of A.3.6 we have used Snell’s law n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2.
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APPENDIX B

Original Research Proposal

Abstract

In the presence of Zn (II) and albumin, C-peptide, a 31-amino acid polypeptide secreted

alongside insulin, has shown to stimulate the release of ATP by erythrocytes. ATP can

then increase NO production, acting indirectly as a vasodilator. This is one of the main

therapeutic properties of C-peptide in alleviating diabetes-related complications. Al-

though recent work has highlighted the importance of all three components in the in-

creased release of ATP, little is known about the mechanism of binding of Zn (II) and

C-peptide to albumin and any subsequent changes binding has on both protein secondary

structure and ATP production. To this end, we propose an approach that couples X-ray

crystallography and site-directed mutagenesis to first understand the site(s) at which C-

peptide and Zn (II) bind to albumin (human serum albumin, HSA) and to mutate those

site (s) to determine which are crucial to inducing changes to protein secondary structure

upon binding. Changes to HSA secondary structure are assessed by fluorescence spec-

troscopy and circular dichroism (CD). The wild-type (WT) and mutant HSA can then be

incubated with erythrocytes in a buffer solution containing both Zn (II) and C-peptide

to determine which mutation results in the greatest release of ATP. These results can

then be compared to the degree of secondary structure change (i.e., more/less α-helical

character than the WT) to determine whether there is a strong correlation between ATP

released and secondary structure. Finally, the local solvation environment for the domain
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that has the most binding sites, or the most crucial binding site(s) is studied using a

combined approach of 2D-IR and molecular dynamics simulations. This approach will be

used to complement both fluorescence and CD results.

B.1. Introduction, Background, and Significance of Research

Diabetes mellitus is a disease that affects the body’s ability to maintain normal blood

glucose levels. It is primarily due to the inability of the pancreas to produce insulin (type

1 diabetes) or the body’s inability to efficiently use insulin (type 2 diabetes).1,2 Long-term

complications can include poor circulation and increased risk of cardiovascular disease as

well as nerve impairment and retinopathy.3–5 To mitigate the likelihood of developing

these potential complications, the administration of C-peptide has been considered.6–8 C-

peptide is produced and secreted alongside insulin by the pancreatic β-cells and is often

used as a biomarker for insulin as it is secreted in equimolar concentrations in the body.9,10

Figure B.1. The effects of C-peptide on circulation. C-peptide can
increase eNOS activity and therefore, increase the production of NO by
stimulating Ca2+ uptake by endothelial cells (cells that line the blood ves-
sels). In erythrocytes, C-peptide can also increase glucose uptake, resulting
in increased ATP production and therefore, also increase the production
of NO. Lastly, C-peptide has been shown to stimulate Na+, K+-ATPase
activity.8
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Experimental and clinical evidence has suggested the therapeutic properties of C-

peptide are due to its role in several biochemical pathways.2,11,12 For example, experiments

on animal models have shown that endoneurial blood flow is improved when C-peptide

is administered. This is likely due to the stimulation of endothelial nitric oxide synthase

(eNOS).8,13The eNOS releases nitric oxide (NO) into the blood which is a vasodilator.

In erythrocytes, C-peptide increases glucose uptake and the subsequent release of ATP.

Both processes are shown in Figure B.1. ATP release by erythrocytes stimulates NO

production which is necessary for a healthy response to low oxygen tension as this release

can indirectly act as a vasodilator, increasing blood circulation at optimal levels.14

Although the evidence presented above shows great potential for the use of C-peptide

in replacement therapy, it is currently still not being used. One major reason is that

the biological and therapeutic effects of C-peptide are likely not due to C-peptide alone.

Recent work has highlighted the importance of both albumin and Zn (II) in C-peptide’s

biological activity.15 One study, in particular, showed that ATP release was not enhanced

for a system that contained both C-peptide and albumin unless they were in the presence

of Zn (II).16 An understanding of this three-component system is, therefore, essential to

understanding the mechanism underlying the therapeutic properties of C-peptide. To

begin investigating this mechanism, this study aims to determine the binding site(s) of

C-peptide to Human Serum Albumin (HSA) and assess the differences in binding sites

(if any) when Zn (II) is also present. From the elucidated binding sites, HSA will then

be mutated to determine whether specific binding sites are crucial to ATP production.

Changes to secondary structure due to the mutations is also assessed and compared to

ATP production as secondary structure is vital to protein function.
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Fundamental studies such as these are necessary in order to drive clinical research. It

allows for the freedom of optimizing a simplified experimental design before it is tested in

a more complex system. If differences between the experimental and clinical trials then

occur, there can be a return to basic science to further explore what key elements were

missing in the experimental design. This would ultimately provide physicians with the

knowledge they need to assess whether or not a certain treatment would benefit their

patient.

B.2. Scientific Objectives

The specific aims of this work are as follows: (1) to determine of the binding site(s)

of C-peptide to albumin and assess how/if those binding site(s) change in the presence of

Zn (II) (2) to assess the relationship between ATP production and secondary structure

through the synthesis of albumin mutants and (3) to understand the dynamic changes to

the local solvent environment of azidohomoalanine-labeled albumin in the presence of C-

peptide, Zn (II), and C-peptide- Zn (II) to complement conformational changes revealed

in (2).

B.3. Previous Work

In the literature, the importance of all three components (C-peptide, Zn (II), and

albumin) in increasing ATP released by erythrocytes is well-documented.16,17 By using 3D-

printed microfluidics, Liu et. al determined the amount of ATP released when erythrocytes

were incubated with solely HSA was 194.9 ± 19.7 nM. There was a significant increase in

ATP released in the presence of C-peptide, Zn (II), and albumin (319.8 ± 15.2 nM). In

an albumin-free system, an increase in ATP could not be detected, even in the presence
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of both C-peptide and Zn (II). Using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) this study

also confirmed that human serum albumin (HSA) can bind both C-peptide and Zn (II)

with binding constants of 5.08 ± 0.98 × 107 M-1 for Zn (II) and 2.66 ± 0.25 × 105 M-1

for C-peptide.16

Fundamental studies assessing Zn (II) binding to C-peptide have also been done.14,18

C-peptide contains 31 amino acid residues. Of those amino acids, there are five negatively

charged residues; these residues are highlighted in Figure B.2. In the work of Keltner et.

al, the acidic residues were mutated with alanine (A; uncharged) to assess whether a

single acidic residue was crucial to Zn (II) binding and subsequent ATP production.18

The mutants assessed were E1A, E3A, D4A, E11A, and E27A. CID-MS/MS determined

that the single point mutations did not change fragmentation behavior when compared

to the WT peptide. Furthermore, ESI-MS showed that the replacement of any of the

acidic residues decreases the binding of Zn (II) by 50% when compared to the WT.

Furthermore, there was 50% decrease of ATP released by the mutants when compared to

the WT peptide. The E27A mutant showed the greatest decrease in ATP (75%) when

compared to the WT. This suggests that E27 is a critical residue for Zn (II) binding to C-

peptide. As mentioned, recent work has shown that the presence of Zn (II), C-peptide, and

albumin is necessary for ATP release. Although this study does not assess the relevance

of albumin to Zn (II) binding, they mention their erythrocyte samples were prepared in a

physiological salt solution (PSS) that contained bovine serum albumin (BSA). Therefore,

it is likely that albumin also played a role in the release of ATP in this study.
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Figure B.2. Peptide structure. The primary structure of C-peptide is
shown in (a), where the acidic residues E1, E3, D4, E11, and E27 are
highlighted in yellow. The structure of E and D amino acids are presented
in (b).

B.4. Proposed Research

B.4.1. X-ray crystallography

To begin the determination of binding sites of C-peptide and Zn (II) to human serum

albumin (HSA), X-ray crystallography would be used. There are two main methods of

preparing the crystals: co-crystallization and soaking.19 The former method is advanta-

geous because the protein would be exposed to the peptide before crystallization. Soaking

requires the protein crystal to be immersed in a solution (∼0.1 – 1 mM) of the ligand.

Because the protein is already crystallized, it may be restricted to any conformational

changes with the addition of the ligand. In the case of obtaining crystals from metal-based

drugs and proteins, co-crystallization has failed. In these cases, soaking was then used.

Therefore, although I would attempt co-crystallization for the system I am interested in, if

it is unsuccessful, the soaking method will be used. I would start by determining binding
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of solely C-peptide to HSA and then progress to adding Zn (II) to the ligand solution (in

the case of soaking).

Figure B.3. Detailed schematic of the HSA protein. The 6 subdo-
mains are shown above in different colors: Ia (yellow), Ib (green), IIa (red),
IIb (pink), IIIa (blue), and IIIb (cyan).20

HSA has 585 amino acid residues with three domains (I, II, and III) that are further

divided into “A” and “B” subdomains as Figure B.3 shows. There are three main subdo-

mains that small molecules, drugs, dyes, and natural substances have been found to bind

in HSA. This includes subdomains IIA and IIIA (Sudlow’s sites) as well as subdomain

IB.21 At subdomains IIA and IIIA, molecules with a peripheral negative charge often

bind, with bulky compounds associated with subdomain IIA and smaller ligands asso-

ciated with subdomain IIIA. Therefore, because C-peptide possesses an overall negative

charge, I believe that it may bind to one or multiple of the subdomains mentioned above.

The addition of Zn (II) may change this, depending on how strongly Zn (II) interacts with
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the negatively charged residues of C-peptide. Furthermore, there can be multiple binding

sites on HSA associated with the binding of C-peptide and Zn (II) as is the case for cis-

platin binding to HSA. X-ray crystallography (soaking) revealed the binding of cisplatin

to amino acid residues in subdomains IA, IIA, IIB, and IIIB.22

B.4.2. Site-Directed Mutagenesis (SDM) and Expression of HSA Variants

Depending on which amino acids were involved in C-peptide-Zn (II) binding, point mu-

tations (single amino acid replacement) on the HSA protein would be made to assess

whether a specific site was more crucial than another in (1) stabilizing protein structure

and conformation and (2) increasing ATP released by erythrocytes. Moreover, trends

between protein structure and ATP release can then be analyzed. Using site-directed

mutagenesis (SDM), a plasmid would be generated to express the mutant protein in P.

pastoris. The recombinant protein would then be isolated and purified by methods shown

by Siemiarczuk et al.23

B.4.3. Tryptophan fluorescence quenching (fluorescence spectroscopy)

There is one tryptophan residue in HSA. This residue is present at the 214th position

in subdomain IIA (one of Sudlow’s sites).24 When HSA is excited with 295 nm light,

there is a strong fluorescence emission at 351 nm due to this tryptophan residue.25 Thus,

perturbations to the tryptophan environment signified by changes in fluorescence would

indicate changes in protein secondary structure, substrate binding, or denaturation. Small

molecules such as monoacylglycerol have been shown to primarily bind at HSA domain II,

causing decreases in observed fluorescence and subsequent protein conformational changes
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when using this technique. The binding of oleic acid to HSA was also assessed. Here,

there was no changes to fluorescence, suggesting oleic acid binds at a different site than

monoacylglycerol in the HSA protein.26 Using this technique, we can confirm binding of

C-peptide to HSA in domain II (if binding exists) to further corroborate data from X-

ray crystallography. The fluorescence of HSA alone can be taken, then it can then be

taken with various concentrations of Zn (II), C-peptide, and a combination of both. The

quenching constant (kq, M-1s-1) can then be calculated from the Stern-Volmer quenching

equation to determine how the binding affinity of Zn (II), C-peptide, and C-peptide-Zn

(II) compares. The equation is as follows:27–29

(B.4.1)
I0

I
= 1 + kqτ0[Q] = 1 +KSV[Q]

Here, I0
I

are the fluorescence intensities of HSA in the absence and presence of the

ligand, [Q] is the ligand concentration, kq is the quenching rate constant, KSV is the

Stern-Volmer quenching constant and τ0 is the average lifetime of the molecule without

the ligand. The experiments mentioned above can then be done for the specific point

mutations made in domain II. This would assess whether there is one binding site that

is preferred over another in the binding of C-peptide and Zn (II). These experiments

would also allow us to determine whether a conformational change occurs upon C-peptide

binding to HSA. Circular dichroism (CD) can then assess, in more detail, the nature of

the conformational change.
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B.4.4. Circular Dichroism (CD)

As a complement to fluorescence spectroscopy, circular dichroism (CD) can be used. The

secondary structure of free HSA has been shown to be dominated by α-helices.30 The

CD spectra in Figure fig:A1.4 shows the binding of kaempferol with HSA. HSA (without

kaempferol) is shown by the first spectrum. There are two negative bands at 209 and 222

nm that are representative of α-helical character. From here, the mean residue ellipticity

(MRE) can be determined:29

(B.4.2) MRE =
θ

10rl[HSA]

Here, θ is the CD that is observed, l is the path length of the cell, and r is the number

of HSA residues (585). From the MRE, we can then determine the % α-helical character.

At 209 nm, this is given by:29,31

(B.4.3) %− helix =
−MRE209nm − 4000

33000− 4000
× 1000

This relationship would allow for quantitative determination of how the α-helical character

changes based on C-peptide binding (in the presence of Zn (II)) to WT HSA and the

mutants. From these results, % α-helix can be compared for binding on the WT and

mutants to determine if the removal of a specific site prohibits conformational change

or allows the same conformational change, deeming binding at another site more vital to

protein secondary structure. The % α-helical character can then be compared to the ATP

released to determine whether this conformational change is necessary for ATP release to

occur.
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Figure B.4. CD spectra of (1) HSA (0.75 × 10-6 M) (2) kaempferol-HSA
with a drug/protein (d/p) ratio of 1 (3) d/p ratio of 3 (4) d/p ratio of 6
and (5) kaempferol (3.3 × 10-6 M). These experiments were conducted at a
pH of 7.4.31

B.5. ATP Quantification

B.5.1. Luciferase Assay

Erythrocytes would be prepared and incubated with WT or mutant HSA. Three different

incubations would be made: Zn (II) only, C-peptide only, and C-peptide-Zn (II) for

each HSA protein tested. ATP released would be determined using a luciferase assay

and chemiluminescence measurement by a photomultiplier tube. In the presence of D-

luciferin, ATP, O2, and magnesium, the enzyme luciferase can catalyze the oxidation of

luciferin to emit light which is proportional to the amount of ATP released.32,33
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The release of ATP is expected to be the highest with an incubation of C-peptide-Zn

(II). Differences in ATP production of the mutant’s vs. WT HSA proteins can then be

compared. Some focuses would be:

(1) Does HSA with the highest α-helical character produce the most ATP?

(2) Is there a specific amino acid mutation that is detrimental to ATP production

regardless of secondary structure?

(3) Does binding affinity (detailed by the binding constant obtained through fluores-

cence) relate to ATP production?

B.6. Complementary Solvation Environment Studies

B.6.1. 2D-IR

If successful, the first part of the study would shed light on the preferred binding site(s)

of C-peptide-Zn (II) to HSA. The binding site(s) could possibly lead to a conformational

change that induces an increased amount of released ATP. With this newfound informa-

tion, the domain with either the most binding sites or the binding site crucial to ATP

release can be isolated to study the solvent environment upon ligand binding as the hy-

dration of proteins is necessary for proper function. Here, the non-natural amino acid

azidohomoalanine (Aha) can be used as a probe and can be incorporated directly into

the protein using the Met auxotrophic mutants strategy.34,35 Although isotope labelling

(13C18O) is used widely throughout the literature,36,37 it is limited when considering large

proteins. The amide I vibrations of the isotope labels are expected ∼1,600 cm–1 and can

be hindered by some amino acid side chain vibrations.34 Small peptides can be designed

to reduce this interference where large proteins depend on these amino acids for proper
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folding. The Aha label has an azido group that absorbs around 2,100 cm–1, where shifts

in this frequency can be informative of the local solvent environment. The Aha label will

be present near the binding site and CD will be used to ensure the presence of the label

itself doesn’t hinder the HSA domain’s structure and stability.

In the literature, 2D-IR of the Aha labelled PDZ2 domain from human tyrosine-

phosphatase 1E has been explored with the binding of a peptide and mutant peptide. This

is shown in Figure B.5. The mutant peptide has an apolar azobenzene moiety attached

to it. From the data, the frequency shifts in the Aha label were found to reproducibly be

∼1 cm–1. It is noted that the shift in the azido frequency is often a measure of solvation.

If the frequency is red shifted (as it is for the example in Figure B.5 with the presence of

both peptides), the label is less solvated. In this case, the mutated peptide is the most

red shifted, this could be due to the shielding provided by the hydrophobic azobenzene

moiety.38 In the case of a blue shift, there would be more solvation. If a protein is being

unfolded, there would be such a blue shift as there is more flexibility within the protein

that could increase the number of hydrogen bonds between water molecules.

For these experiments, the HSA domain, HSA domain + Zn (II), HSA domain +

C-peptide, and HSA domain + C-peptide-Zn (II) would be analyzed. If there was a

decrease in α-helical character (and subsequent increase in random coils) found from CD

experiments, I would then expect to see a blue shifted peak doing similar experiments due

to the more unfolded nature of the protein. These experiments can then be done with

other domains that were involved in peptide binding in the presence of Zn (II).
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Figure B.5. The above figure shows the 2D-IR spectra of the K38Aha la-
beled PDZ2 domain (a) without ligand binding, (b) with binding to peptide
RWAKSEAKENEQVSAV, and (c) with binding to the peptide mentioned
in (b) mutated with an apolar azobenzene moiety.38

B.6.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations

MD simulations have often been used in conjunction with 2D-IR to provide physical

insight from resulting spectra.39,40 In the example mentioned in the preceding section,

MD simulations further showed the reduced number of solvent contacts to the Aha label

once the ligand was bound to the protein. The simulation was shown as a probability

distribution in which the number of water contacts were replaced by ligand contacts once

binding of the peptide occurred.38 Hence, the MD simulation provided further evidence

that corroborated the data presented in Figure B.5 and is necessary as 2D-IR spectra can

often be difficult to interpret.
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B.7. Summary and Conclusion

The approach mentioned above utilizes X-ray crystallography to elucidate the binding

sites associated with C-peptide and Zn (II) binding to the HSA protein. Site-directed

mutagenesis can then be done to determine whether a particular binding site is crucial

to ATP production (luciferase assay). Changes to secondary structure due to the muta-

tions are also explored using tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy and circular dichroism.

These changes to secondary structure will also be compared to the amount of ATP re-

leased by erythrocytes as conformational changes can be necessary for protein function.

Lastly, the solvent environment of the HSA domain with the most binding sites or most

crucial binding site can be labeled to complement the results from the fluorescence and

CD experiments.

Although the approach described here is for HSA interacting with C-peptide and Zn

(II), many other proteins, peptides, and cations can be studied in this manner. Future

studies could include assessing the binding of new drugs to the albumin protein as it

is an abundant, negatively charged plasma protein with a large and reversible binding

capability that can transport drugs throughout the body.41
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